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1 Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 LB Ealing commissioned MVA Consultancy to develop proposals to feasibility design stage for 

Corridor 1d which extends along Uxbridge Road from West Ealing to Ealing Common. As 

identified in Ealing’s LIP programme, the interventions are to be implemented over a two-

year period (2012/13 – 2013/14) within an approximate budget of £500k. 

1.2 Study Aims and Objectives 

1.2.1 The overarching objectives of the study are to develop a prioritised package of costed 

proposals which improve road safety and the environment for pedestrians and cyclists, whilst 

also keeping traffic moving.  

1.2.2 As identified in the brief, the specific objectives are listed as follows: 

� reduce road danger for all users; 

� make the roads easier to use and safer for cyclists; 

� improve conditions for pedestrians; 

� avoid increasing traffic queue length and journey time; 

� improve street environment; 

� facilitate pedestrian and cycle access to Ealing Broadway Station from the south; and 

� optimise access to town centre car parks.  

1.3 Our Approach 

1.3.1 The study was sub-divided into the following stages: 

� Stage One: Corridor Review; 

� Stage Two: Concept Solutions; and 

� Stage Three: Detailed Solutions. 

1.3.2 This report summarises the outcomes of this study and after this introductory chapter is 

divided into the following chapters: 

� Chapter Two: Study Area Review; 

� Chapter Three: Study Zone Priorities; 

� Chapter Four: Identified Issues and Current Performance Review; 

� Chapter Five: Concept Solutions and Appraisal; 

� Chapter Six: Feasibility Designs and Appraisal; and 

� Chapter Seven: Conclusions. 
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2 Study Area Review 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 This chapter describes the study area and summarises the desktop review and stakeholder 

engagement.   

2.2 Study Area Context 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Study Area Context 

2.2.1 The study area is shown in Figure 2.1 and is defined by The Lido and West Ealing local 

shopping area to the west and Ealing Common to the east. 

2.2.2 Travelling from west to east, the A4020 changes its name within the corridor from the 

Uxbridge Road, New Broadway, The Broadway, The Mall and back to Uxbridge Road.   

2.2.3 The A4020 Uxbridge Road is the main east-west distributor road through the borough. The 

corridor is approximately 1.8km in length and has up to two traffic lanes in each direction. 

The demand for kerbside space by all modes is high, with priority given to maintaining traffic 

flow (especially buses), providing bus stops and cycle lanes, at the expense of catering for 

on-street waiting and loading demand.   

2.2.4 Upwards of 20,000 vehicles a day use Uxbridge Road and, in general, within the study area 

the road is relatively uncongested. However, given the high flows, high proportion of heavy 

vehicles, wide carriageway, and limited/convoluted crossing provision, the road creates 

significant severance for the high demand of north-south pedestrian movement. This is 

exacerbated by the preponderance of guardrailing which, historically, in addition to safety 

concerns has been retained to deter illegal loading activity.  
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2.3 Policy Background 

2.3.1 The London Plan (2011) designates Ealing town centre as a Metropolitan Centre.  The Plan 

states that Ealing town centre should be considered for more intensive development and this 

designation forms the basis of the borough's policies for town centres, shopping and 

community facilities.   

2.3.2 As a LIP funded scheme, of key relevance to the development of Corridor 1d is the Borough’s 

Transport Plan, detailing its policies and programme for delivering the Mayor’s Transport 

Strategy (MTS) within Ealing.  In the LIP, LB Ealing sets out the following objectives to:  

� improve road safety and reduce road danger on the Borough transport network for all 

users, in particular pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists; 

� increase sustainable travel capacity along key links in the Borough; 

� smooth the flow of traffic and improve journey time reliability for all road-users, 

particularly bus passengers, cyclists and pedestrians;  

� improve quality of life for residents, businesses and visitors to the Borough, protecting 

and enhancing the urban and  natural environment; 

� promote healthy travel behaviour through a shift to more cycling and walking; 

� improve the quality and access to Ealing’s main town centres, neighbourhood centres 

and regeneration areas for all, including those with reduced mobility; 

� improve the condition of principal roads within the Borough for the benefit of all road 

users; and 

� reduce Ealing’s contribution to climate change through transport related CO2 

emissions (and improve resilience to climate change). 

2.3.3 Within Ealing’s Unitary Development Plan (UDP), and subsequent Local Development 

Framework (which sets out the land use planning policies and anticipated major development 

sites to 2026), key policy themes relevant to the study area include: 

� the promotion of good urban design; 

� minimising the need to travel by integrating land use and transport planning, 

restraining car traffic, promoting improved public transport and facilities for 

pedestrians and cyclists;  

� improvements to the public realm and connecting green spaces and other areas, to 

ensure the area has a sense of place and provides amenities to support businesses and 

residents; and 

� the promotion of balanced economic development. 

2.3.4 In achieving these policy objectives, the UDP identifies a number of key sites within the town 

centre where appropriate development should be encouraged.  Of significance to the study, 

this includes the provision of approximately 13,000 sqm of retail floor space in Ealing 

Broadway.  

2.3.5 The Spatial Development Framework Review (SDFR), as an update of the Strategic 

Development Framework (2008), seeks to ensure that the consistency and scale of the 

town centre is reinforced into the future.  It seeks to facilitate the expansion of Ealing 

Broadway and to consolidate West Ealing within clearly defined frontage parameters.  The 

aim is that by focussing retail activity in these two locations the opportunity exists to further 
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develop distinct and complementary characters for each of them rather than spread the retail 

uses too thinly.  Other relevant objectives in the SDFR include: 

� reinforce and extend the prime retail function of the metropolitan town centre;  

� introduce a broader mix of new homes, sport, leisure and other public uses and 

facilities;  

� broaden and reinforce the commercial offer in the town centre to attract new 

businesses and retain the long term viability of the centre;  

� improve access to public transport and interchange between modes;  

� improve pedestrian linkages through high quality streets to allow easy access between 

the range of uses and facilities on offer; and  

� create a more coherent townscape, formed from high quality sustainable buildings and 

spaces that meet the needs of the modern occupier.  

2.4 Local Development Impact  

Dickens Yard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Dickens Yard Mixed Use Development (LB Ealing Website, 2012) 

2.4.1 As shown in Figure 2.2 the Dickens Yard development, which began construction in 2011, is 

on the site of the former Council car park to the north of Ealing Broadway and close to the 

Church of Christ the Saviour.  The development will comprise of large scale retail and 

residential units and other related uses.  The development will also provide new areas of 

public open space and will generate increased pedestrian footfall along New Broadway. 

2.4.2 The main features off the development include: 

� seven new buildings (ranging from 2 storeys to 14 storeys)  

� maximum of 698 residential units;  

� 9,040sqm retail (Use Class A1/A3); 

� 139sqm office (Use Class B1); 

� 920sqm Health Spa (Use Class D2);  

� 325sqm community use (Use Class D1); 
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� private and public car parking provided in the basement; 

� associated public realm and landscaping; and  

� vehicular access from Longfield Avenue and pedestrian accesses from Longfield 

Avenue, Springbridge Road and New Broadway. 

 

2.4.3 A portion of the Dickens Yard development S106 funding has been allocated to repave the 

north side of New Broadway and Longfield Avenue.  This includes the introduction of high 

quality footway treatment (York stone) and street furniture.  Longfield Avenue will become 

level-surface at the southern extent (including the junction with New Broadway).  Highways 

works commenced in March 2012 and will be completed in July/August 2012. 

Crossrail – Ealing Broadway Station 

2.4.4 Crossrail will arrive at Ealing Broadway Station and West Ealing Station circa 2018, which will 

result in a significant increase in pedestrians, cyclists and bus use within Corridor 1d, notably 

at Ealing Broadway Station, which is located just to the north of the Corridor 1d study area.   

2.4.5 Crossrail will provide a high frequency rail service into central London, Heathrow and towards 

Reading with 10 Crossrail trains servicing Ealing Broadway Station and 4 Crossrail trains 

serving West Ealing Station during the peak time periods. 

Arcadia Centre 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Arcadia Development Site 

2.4.6 Various proposals for a major redevelopment of the Arcadia site (shown in Figure 2.3) have 

been under consideration since 2007.  Planning permission was refused in 2009 for a major 

retail and residential development which included a tower close to Ealing Broadway Station. 

The application was refused largely on the grounds of its impact on the historic Haven Green 

and the related Conservation Areas.  

2.4.7 While a revised planning application was expected during 2012, the Council now believe that, 

due to financial constraints facing the developer, this application will be delayed for an 

unspecified period of time. 

2.4.8 If the redevelopment of the Arcadia development site goes ahead this will provide a 

significant opportunity to improve the shopping parade along The Broadway, including 
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setting back the development, dividing the site into a series of blocks to improve pedestrian 

and cyclist permeability, connecting The Broadway with Ealing Broadway Station and Haven 

Green.   

Ealing Empire Cinema 

2.4.9 The Ealing Cinema (Figure 2.4), opposite the Town 

Hall, was demolished in 2008/9 though the historic 

frontage was retained.  While planning permission 

has been granted for the development of a new 

cinema complex, the site’s location within a 

conservation area has resulted in delays to 

construction.   

2.5 Relevant Studies and Schemes 

LCN+ 

2.5.1 LB Ealing commissioned a study in 2009 to look at improving the Uxbridge Road cycle 

network.  The outcomes of this study included feasibility designs for additional cycle lanes, 

signing and advanced stoplines at junctions.  Some of the designs were implemented in 

2009/10, however those that were not implemented were revisited as part of this study.  

Lido Junction Scheme 

2.5.2 LB Ealing commissioned works at the Lido junction to the western edge of the Corridor 1D 

study area and these were implemented in June 2012, including the introduction of 

pedestrian crossing facilities.   

Ealing Broadway Interchange Study Major Scheme 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Ealing Broadway Station forecourt visualisation (SDG, 2012) 

2.5.3 Linked to the introduction of Crossrail services in 2018, LB Ealing has secured £4.5m funding 

from Transport for London’s Major Schemes programme to deliver interchange 

improvements around Ealing Broadway Station.  The introduction of Crossrail to the station 

is likely to result in a significant increase in pedestrian footfall on the approaches to the 

station, which include The Mall and The Broadway.  The Interchange Study aims to address 

future demand at the station though the introduction of proposals (currently at Concept 

Design stage) which include: 

Figure 2.4 View south-east of 

                  cinema facade 
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� enhancements to Haven Green; 

� improved access routes and crossings; 

� upgrade of the station forecourt (visualisation shown in Figure 2.5); 

� reduction in the number of buses terminating at Ealing Broadway Station; and 

� a cycle hub and new taxi area on Haven Green. 

2.5.4 The study has been delayed to allow integration with Network Rail GRIP 4 designs (expected 

July 2012) and secure AIP for advanced Crossrail Compulsory Purchase Order of forecourt 

car parking spaces.  As the designs and perceived impacts were still in development at the 

time of undertaking this study, this has informed the decision (discussed further in Chapter 

5) to only develop to Concept Design level the junction of Station Broadway/The Mall.    

Desktop Review of Transport Modes 

2.6 Bus Services, Routes and Frequencies  

2.6.1 There are nine bus routes serving Corridor 1d.  Figure 2.6 shows a summary of the routes 

and their frequencies.   

2.6.2 Most bus services can be considered high frequency.  Bus route 207 is the most frequent, 

with buses every 4 to 8 minutes, followed by the 427 every 5-9 minutes. Routes 112 and E7 

have slightly lower frequency with services passing every 10 to 14 minutes.   

2.6.3 A number of buses terminate at Ealing Broadway Station (National Rail and LUL Central Line 

and District Line), including route 65, 112, E7, E10 and E8. Consideration is currently being 

given by the Council to extend route E10 onto Uxbridge Road. 

2.6.4 A review of TfL Bus Reliability data identified that there are no significant bus reliability 

issues along Corridor 1d.  Using TfL Bus Origin and Destination Survey Data (BODS) we 

identified that by far the busiest bus stops within the study area are the eastbound bus stop, 

close to The Broadway/The Mall junction and the westbound bus stop close to Northcote 

Avenue.   

Figure 2.6 Corridor 1d Bus Services, Routes and Frequencies 
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2.7 Cycle Routes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 TfL Local Cycle Guide Map (TfL, 2007) 

2.7.1 The signed and unsigned (recommended) cycle routes within the study area are shown in 

Figure 2.7. However, it is Council policy to make all roads safe and attractive for cycling. The 

Corridor is characterised by extensive cycle lane coverage, with the main route through the 

area (and Ealing’s busiest route) being along Uxbridge Road, connecting with central London 

to the east and Southall to the west (LCN Route 51).     

2.7.2 There are poor cyclist east/west connections on quieter routes, and access to Ealing 

Broadway Station is hampered by the southbound only traffic lanes on Station Broadway.  

Quieter cycle routes connecting the study area to West Ealing Station and South Ealing 

Station are provided, notably via Gordon Road and Churchfield Road. 

2.7.3 In the study area, all north-south routes across Uxbridge Road and the railway are only 

suitable for cyclists who are trained to Bikeability level 3. 

2.8 Collision Analysis 

2.8.1 The collision plans for the Corridor are contained in Appendix A.   

2.8.2 In a 36-month period to the end of October 2011 there were a total of 305 collisions, 

resulting in 350 casualties within the study area.  Of the 305 collisions, 0.3% (1) were fatal, 

8.2% (25) were serious and 91.5% (279) were slight. The percentage of fatal and serious 

collisions is the same as the Ealing average, but is slightly less than the London average for 

this period. In 2009 there were 95 collisions, 113 in 2010 and 97 in 2011. 

2.8.3 The fatal collision occurred at The Common and Grange Road junction.  Thinking the road 

was clear, a driver pulled out into The Common, colliding with a cyclist who was heading 

north along the Common, killing the cyclist.   
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Uxbridge Road 

2.8.4 Of the 350 collisions recorded, 25% resulted in pedestrian injury (88) and 16% involved 

cyclist injury (55), both of which are slightly higher than the Ealing average (18% and 10% 

respectively) and also the London average (19% and 14% respectively). 

2.8.5 Of those collisions involving pedestrians, 8% (7) resulted in serious injury and 92% (81) 

resulted in slight injury.  Of those collisions involving cyclists there was one fatality, as 

mentioned above; 2% (8) resulted in serious injury and 13% (46) resulted in slight injury. 

2.8.6 One serious pedestrian collision occurred at The New Broadway and Springbridge Road 

junction and one occurred on The Broadway, southwest of the junction with The Mall.  These 

serious accidents were the result of a pedestrian crossing into the path of an oncoming 

vehicle. There were no clusters of serious accidents involving pedestrians within the study 

area. 

2.8.7 Of the collisions involving pedestrians which resulted in slight injury, there was a cluster of 

collisions at the New Bond Street junction with New Broadway, The Springbridge Road 

junction and The Broadway and The Mall junction.  These collisions were largely the result of 

poor judgement by the pedestrian, walking out in front of moving vehicles without looking 

properly.   

2.8.8 Of the collisions involving cyclists, there were no clusters for both serious and slight 

collisions.  However 3 collisions involving cyclists occurred on The Mall at the junction with 

Hamilton Road and were the result of vehicles turning into the path of cyclists or vehicles 

overtaking cyclists.   

2.8.9 It was noted that, just outside the study area, there were collision clusters on Gordon Road 

at the junction with Longfield Road, and on Leopold Road at the junction with Uxbridge Road, 

which involved pedestrians and cyclists.   

2.9 Highways Capacity 

2.9.1 From TfL’s WeLHAM highways model, it is possible to identify the level of congestion on the 

corridor, expressed as volume/capacity. However, a degree of caution has to be applied in 

the use of the model outputs, as some links require further validation. 

2.9.2 Figure 2.8 shows that in the AM peak, for a base year of 2011, the westbound Broadway 

and Bond Street links have the V/C ratios at 92. This implies that these links are approaching 

capacity. The model outputs for a future year of 2031 (not shown) show the V/C ratios 

increasing by 1 [e.g.92 to 93]. 

   

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 AM Peak Volume/Capacity 2011 (TfL WeLHAM model) 
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2.9.3 We were provided with TfL’s VISSIM model (2009/10) for this section of Uxbridge Road, 

which showed that the degree of saturation for the Springbridge Road/Uxbridge Road and 

the Station Broadway/The Mall junctions is as follows: 

Springbridge Road/Uxbridge Road Junction 

� AM Uxbridge Rd E/B - 46% 

� AM Uxbridge Rd W/B - 68% 

� PM Uxbridge Rd E/B - 55% 

� PM Uxbridge Rd W/B - 66% 

Station Broadway/The Mall Junction 

� AM Uxbridge Rd E/B - 59% 

� AM Uxbridge Rd W/B - 87% 

� AM The Broadway S/B - 86% 

� PM Uxbridge Rd E/B - 59% 

� PM Uxbridge Rd W/B - 85% 

� PM The Broadway S/B - 74% 

2.9.4 The conclusion is that there is reasonable spare capacity at the Springbridge Road junction in 

both peaks to enable highway reconfiguration/reallocation of road space. For Station 

Broadway/The Mall there are more limited options for improvement. The degree of saturation 

is above 85% in both peaks which means that there is very little spare capacity, and any 

significant reduction in highway provision for motor vehicles is likely to result in the junction 

being over capacity. However, there does appear to be scope for an early cut-off eastbound, 

which could be used to give cyclists access to a contraflow to the station.   

2.10 Stakeholder Workshop 

2.10.1 Two workshops were held on 27th March 2012 to outline the aims of the scheme, discuss 

issues and opportunities for improving the corridor.  The first workshop involved Ealing 

officers from the project team, highways, network management and regeneration.  The 

second workshop was arranged for Councillors, and which Councillor Ian Potts and Councillor 

Ros Reece were in attendance. 

2.10.2 Overall comments included: 

Ealing officer Workshop 

� Discussions on-going about moving the market stall pitch near Pret-a-Manger, 

however would like to include this as an aspiration.   

� There is an aspiration to rationalise the waiting and loading restrictions, notably with 

regards to the bus lane operational hours.  

� No objections to raising junctions / crossings on main roads – LB Ealing is adopting 

this approach in Southall and Acton Town.  
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� LB Ealing is not keen on using coloured/anti-skid surfacing due to maintenance issues 

and potential confusion for drivers.  

� Would like Countdown at junctions where possible. 

� Could consider removal of the white centre lines on The Mall.   

� Could consider cutting back the westbound bus lane at The Broadway / The Mall 

junction to get more vehicles through, thereby helping to smooth traffic.  

� Legible London signing is being implemented in some locations.   

� Consider a bus lane review for The Mall / The Broadway area as a separate 

commission. 

� Consider review of the bus lane, junction and parking arrangements on the High Street 

as part of a separate commission. 

� Desire to remove guard railing wherever possible. 

� Consider introduction of Countdown pedestrian signals at junctions wherever possible. 

Councillor Workshop 

Zone 1: 

� IP: Consistency of parking restrictions (7-10am, 4-7pm) would help, especially for 

cyclists. Councillor didn’t necessarily agree with the hours though. 

� IP: Raising junctions near home zone – make sure wouldn’t push more traffic into the 

home zone. 

Zone 2:  

� CM: are more crossings needed? Only if needed to help movement to/from bus stops. 

Zone 3: 

� IP: Springbridge Road junction island helps pedestrians to cross as if can see no traffic 

coming can get half-way (note: need to consider impact on having one stage 

crossings) 

� IP: will reducing Springbridge junction westbound to one-lane making it harder (more 

delays?) for buses to get into the bus stop. 

Zone 4: 

� RR: median strip a good idea. 

Zone 5: 

� RR: Right-turn into Florence Road is a rat-run to the North Circular and causes some 

blocking back on C1. Can this move be prevented? 
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3 Study Zone Priorities 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Due to the fact there is a relatively limited budget (up to ~£500k) for what is a large study 

area and given that the proposals must be implemented within two years, it was important 

to establish at the onset the focus for the study to ensure that appropriate solutions are 

identified that address the Council’s objectives and are realistic in terms of budget, 

timescales and risk. It should be noted that, whilst the budget was identified as up to £500k, 

further funding sources are being considered by the Council, including the potential to secure 

funds through LIP3. This chapter describes the corridor priorities that were established. 

3.1.2 The Corridor has a number of different character areas, each with its own issues and 

opportunities, which are described in Chapters Four and Five respectively.  Five main 

character areas, termed zones hereafter, were established as shown in Figure 3.1 and are 

classified as follows:   

� Zone One – Local area shopping (Northfield Avenue to Arden Road); 

� Zone Two – Office core (Arden Road to Craven Road); 

� Zone Three - High street retail core (Craven Road to Station Broadway); 

� Zone Four - Local area shopping (Station Broadway to Hamilton Road); and 

� Zone Five – Residential/open space (Hamilton Road to North Circular). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Study Area Zone Plan 

3.1.3 Nine transport areas were defined, which are consistent with the objectives defined in the 

brief and listed in Chapter 1. The areas are: 

� Cycling movement; 

� Pedestrian movement; 

� Bus stop facilities; 

� Bus reliability; 

� Motor Traffic movement; 

� Road safety; 

� Servicing provision/access; 
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� Parking provision/access; and 

� Public realm. 

3.1.4 For each zone, a score was given to each transport area to represent its importance, relative 

to other zones within the corridor. The scores range from 0, is not important to 10, is very 

important.  

3.1.5 At the project inception meeting, the zone priorities were agreed with the client project team 

to ensure appropriate measures were considered for the Corridor.   

3.1.6 This section summarises the agreed objectives for each zone. 

3.2 Zone One: Local Area Shopping (Northfield Avenue to Arden Road);  

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1 The main priorities for this area are: 

� Servicing provision and access; 

� Parking provision and access; and 

� The public realm. 

3.3 Zone Two: Office Core (Arden Road to Craven Road) 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1 The main priorities for this zone are: 

� Traffic movement [motor vehicles and cyclists]; and 

� Bus stop facilities. 
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3.4 Zone Three: High Street Core Shopping Area (Craven Road to Station Broadway) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4.1 The main priorities for this zone are: 

� public realm quality; 

� pedestrian movement; and 

� road safety.   

3.5 Zone Four: Local Shopping Area (Station Broadway to Hamilton Road)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5.1 The main priorities for this zone are: 

� Public realm quality; 

� Cyclist movement; 

� Pedestrian movement;  

� Parking provision and access; and 

� Servicing provision and access.  
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3.6 Zone Five: Residential and Open Space (Hamilton Road to North Circular) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6.1 The main priorities for this zone are: 

� Public realm quality; and 

� Cyclist movement. 
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4 Issues and Current Performance Review 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 This chapter summarises identified issues and analyses the overall performance of each of 

the five zones along the corridor.  Appendix B contains the issues plans for Corridor 1d.   

4.2 Zone One: Local Shopping Parade (Northfield Avenue to Arden Road) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Zone One Environment General Issues 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Extensive westbound queuing at the Lido junction observed during peak periods.  

Buses 

� Bus stops not fully accessible. 

Pedestrian Environment 

� Lack of seating. 

� Guardrailing and shop frontages impede pedestrian movement in sections. 
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Cyclists 

� Lack of signing and road markings to indicate quiet routes. 

� Substandard cycle lane eastbound, often parked in. 

Public Realm 

� Shop frontages are poor quality. 

� Lack of soft landscaping and green space. 

Parking and Servicing 

� Lack of consistency in waiting and loading restrictions and bus lane operational hours. 

4.3 Zone Two: Office Core (Arden Road to Craven Road) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Zone Two Environment General Issues 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Parked cars on Culmington Road cause a bottleneck at the junction with Uxbridge 

Road. 

Buses 

� Bus lane dominates section and is in disrepair in some sections. 

� Some bus stops not fully accessible. 
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Pedestrian Environment 

� Poor crossover surfacing/levels at gateways to office complexes. 

� Vehicles impede pedestrian movement across St Leonard’s Road. 

� St Leonard’s Road appears to be a rat-run to avoid the A4020 Uxbridge Road. 

� Poor directional signing.   

Cyclists 

� Substandard width cycle lane, sometimes parked in. 

� High motor traffic speeds, leading to unsafe overtaking. 

Public Realm 

� Area lacks a sense of place.  Inactive frontages and stepped back building lines create 

a poor sense of personal security, notably after dark. 

� Lack of soft landscaping. 

Parking and Servicing 

� No issues identified. 

4.4 Zone Three: High Street Retail Core (Craven Road to Station Broadway) 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Zone Three Traffic Management and Road Safety Issues 

� Dominance of traffic and poor priority given to pedestrians at the Bond Street, 

Springbridge Road and The Broadway junctions poses a risk to road safety.  While an 

all green stage is in operation at the Springbridge Road junction, at all three junctions 

pedestrians were observed crossing outside the pedestrian green phase and often 

weave between traffic to cross the road.  Collision clusters were identified at the Bond 
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Street, Springbridge Road and The Broadway junctions, the main causation of which 

was pedestrians walking into the path of oncoming traffic.   

� The pedestrian refuge island at The Broadway junction is insufficient in width and 

length to accommodate pedestrian demand and protect pedestrians from the busy 

traffic.   

� Excessive guardrailing ‘squeezes’ cyclists into tight locations at the Springbridge Road 

junction, which may result in personal injury.  There are no advanced stoplines to 

protect cyclists at the Bond Street, Springbridge Road and The Broadway junctions. 

� Anecdotal evidence of speeding during the early hours, encouraged by the extensive 

provision of guardrailing on The Broadway. 

 

Buses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Zone Three Bus Issues 

� The eastbound bus stop close to The Broadway junction is often congested.  Waiting 

passengers block the footway for passing pedestrians.   

� Due to the proximity of the eastbound bus stop to The Broadway junction, it is a 

difficult manoeuvre for buses to re-enter mainstream traffic at this junction. 
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� The bus lane dominates The High Street and appears to contribute to southbound 

delays, notably on a weekend. Only one bus route (No.65) uses this lane.  

 

Pedestrian Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Zone Three Pedestrian Environment Issues 

� Multi-stage pedestrian crossings cause significant delays to pedestrians at the Bond 

Street, Springbridge Road and The Broadway junctions. 

� Guardrailing next to pedestrian crossings impedes pedestrian movement within the 

zone. 

� Footways and private forecourts are in a poor state of repair.   

� Poor traffic, pedestrian and cyclist wayfinding. 

� Poorly located cycle stands, telephone boxes, bins, signs and other street furniture 

impede pedestrian movement and bus stop accessibility.   

� Market Stall at the High Street/Springbridge Road junction impedes pedestrian 

movement. 

� Pedestrian footways are too narrow and in disrepair on the western edge of the High 

Street.  Poor lighting and a lack of active frontages reduces the sense of personal 

security along the High Street after dark.   

� Lack of active frontages on Springbridge Road creates a poor sense of personal 

security, notably after dark. 
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Cyclists 

� Multi-lane junctions and weaving traffic pose difficulties for cyclists, notably when not 

turning left at the Springbridge Road junction from The Broadway.   

� There is poor interchange between the corridor and Ealing Broadway Station due to 

one-way system.   

� Guardrailing ‘squeezes’ cyclists at junctions.   

� There is a lack of cycle parking facilities in some locations.  Bikes are found chained to 

guardrailing.   

� There are no advanced stop lines at the Bond Street, Springbridge Road and The 

Broadway junctions.   

Public Realm 

� Excessive guardrailing and the dominance of traffic (four lanes in some locations) 

degrades the public realm.   

� Street clutter including telephone boxes, bins, cycle stand and signs degrade the public 

realm.  

� Uncoordinated street furniture and inconsistent use of footway materials.  There is no 

furniture zone. 

� There is a lack of seating throughout the zone. 

� Tree pits are in disrepair and a there is a lack of soft landscaping/green spaces along 

The Broadway outside the shops.   

� Low quality shop frontages and poorly maintained private forecourts. 

� The Arcadia shopping centre represents an impermeable block for pedestrians and 

cyclists. 

� Bus lanes / carriageway in disrepair, notably on The Broadway. 

Parking and Servicing 

� Security vans servicing the banks on The Broadway can cause short-lived disruption to 

traffic movement within the zone.   

� The parking arrangement on the High Street causes delays to southbound traffic, 

access to the car park and impedes pedestrian movement and crossing opportunities.   
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4.5 Zone Four: Local Shopping Parade (Station Broadway to Hamilton Road) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Zone Four Issues 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Overhanging vehicles parked in the loading bays makes the cycle lane unusable along 

the section.  Vehicles opening doors onto oncoming cyclists pose a safety concern. 

Buses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Zone Four Bus Problems 
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� The configuration of the westbound bus stop causes a pinch-point for vehicles in this 

section. 

� Bus lane is too narrow in sections, buses observed tailgating large vehicles during 

heavy traffic compromising the effectiveness of the bus lane.   

Pedestrian Environment 

� Footways and crossovers are in disrepair and tree roots have uplifted some sections of 

footway posing a trip hazard.   

Cyclists 

� As mentioned above, the cycle lane is compromised by overhanging vehicles parked in 

the loading bay and the fear of vehicles opening doors along this section. 

� Eastbound pinch-point just before Hamilton Road. 

Public Realm 

� Street furniture is poor quality. 

� Footways, private forecourts and tree pits are in disrepair. 

� Low quality shop frontages.   

Parking and Servicing 

� The loading and parking bays are insufficient in width and poorly aligned causing large 

vehicles to over-hang the cycle lane and reduce the carriageway width.   

4.6 Zone Five: Residential Open Space (Hamilton Road to North Circular) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Zone Five General Issues 
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Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� The wide junction radii and arrangement at the Hamilton Road junction poses safety 

concerns for pedestrians and cyclists. 

Buses 

� No issues were identified. 

Pedestrian Environment 

� Lack of suitable pedestrian crossing facilities provided at the Hamilton Road junction. 

Cyclists 

� Poor road layout and guardrailing at the Hamilton Road junction and The Common 

causes a pinch point for cyclists. 

� No advanced stop lines at The Common. 

� Westbound cycle path along north side of Ealing Common badly engineered at Ealing 

Common junction, where it ends. 

Public Realm 

� Excessive guardrailing detracts from Ealing Common. 

Parking and Servicing 

� No issues were identified. 

4.7 Corridor Overall Performance Review 

4.7.1 Table 4.1 summarises the current performance for the five zones, where red indicates poor 

performance, amber is average performance and green is good performance. The objectives 

are in line with those identified in the study brief (listed in Chapter 1), which were used in 

establishing the Zone priorities (documented in Chapter 3). For ease and accuracy of 

assessment, certain objectives (e.g. Pedestrians) have been expanded to provide sub-

categories. The performance is based on a combination of quantitative analysis (e.g. 

collisions data), desktop review, site observations and stakeholder consultation. 

Table 4.1 Current Performance Review 

Zone One Zone Two Zone Three Zone Four Zone Five

- Traffic flow

-Traffic speed

-Road safety

Buses -Bus service reliability

-Bus stop quality

Pedestrians -Pedestrian Crossings

-Wayfinding/signs

-DDA Accessibility

Cyclists -Cyclist environment

-Wayfinding/signs

-Cyclist facilities

Public Realm -Quality of the public realm

-Street clutter

Parking -Parking provision

-Servicing provision

Traffic Management & Road 

Safety

Study Objectives
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4.7.2 Table 4.1 shows that overall, Zone Three and Four are the worst performing zones.  Area-

wide issues include wayfinding/signs for pedestrians, poor quality public realm and street 

clutter. The performance review provides a focus for which zones and objectives should be 

targeted for improvement in the development of concept and feasibility design solutions, 

which is discussed in the following two chapters. 
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5 Concept Solutions 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 This chapter summarises the concept solutions that have been developed for each of the five 

zones within Corridor 1d. We have also made reference to existing schemes that are under 

way or are planned. The purpose of the majority of solutions is self-evident, but where 

required, for some solutions we have explained the rationale.  Appendix C contains plans 

for the Concept Solutions.   

5.2 Zone One: Local Shopping Parade (Northfield Avenue to Arden Road) 

5.2.1 The following main solutions were identified for this zone:   

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� The Lido junction scheme being developed by Ealing was implemented in June 2012, 

and included the introduction of pedestrian crossing facilities to improve road safety.   

Buses 

� Make bus stops fully accessible by raising kerbs. 

Pedestrian Environment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Raised Table and Signing 

Precedents 

� Replace raised entry treatments. 

� Reduce street clutter, notably next to bus stops. 

� Introduce Legible London signs. 

Cyclists 

� Introduce additional cycle route signing (on existing posts to minimise street clutter).  

� Rationalise waiting and loading restrictions to keep cycle lanes clear at peak times. 
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Public Realm 

Figure 5.2 Local Shop Frontages and Public Realm Precedents 

� Work with local businesses to facilitate the upgrade of shop frontages, including 

funding (if available) to replace fascia’s, blinds and canopies and removal of shop 

forecourt clutter. 

� Subject to a road safety audit, remove the guardrailing next the pedestrian crossing 

(close to Harlington Road junction) to facilitate pedestrian movement and visibility.   

� Introduce street trees and repair tree pits. 

� Remove street clutter.  

Parking and Servicing 

� Amend the waiting and loading restrictions to improve consistency (between signs and 

with bus lane operational hours) and to aid driver understanding. Reduce signing 

clutter.  

5.3 Zone Two: Office Core (Arden Road to Craven Road) 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Extend the double yellow line on Culmington Road at the junction with Uxbridge Road 

to restrict parking close to the junction and thereby mitigate bottleneck at junction. 

� Introduce traffic signs to indicate Arden Road car park. 

Buses 

� Make bus stops fully accessible by raising kerbs. 

Pedestrian Environment 

� Introduce a raised entry treatment at the St Leonard’s Road junction to improve the 

pedestrian crossover.   

� Introduce additional pedestrian crossing near the junction with Craven Road (see 

explanation below). 

� Introduce Legible London signs to aid wayfinding.   

� Repair the crossovers next to office entrances. 

 

5.3.1 The Craven Road crossing (Figure 5.3) has been proposed for the following reasons: 

� Distance between existing pedestrian crossings approx. 380m; 

� No informal crossing facilities between existing pedestrian crossings; 
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� Wide carriageway: 3 traffic lanes, approx. 11m wide. At average walking speed - 9 

second crossing time; 

� Traffic speeds relatively high (from observations and anecdotal evidence); 

� Four bus stops located in this section and desire lines exist between existing crossings 

from adjacent residential areas, offices/residential blocks to/from bus stops; 

� New development will create addition demand for bus stop usage; and 

� There is a proposal in this study to move the Perceval House crossing approx. 60m 

further east.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Proposed Craven Road crossing (Basemap source: OpenStreetmap) 

Cyclists 

� Substandard width cycle lanes – widen or remove. 

� Rationalise waiting and loading restrictions to keep cycle lanes clear at peak times. 

Public Realm 

� Subject to a road safety audit, remove the guard railing next to the crossing close to 

the junction with St Leonard’s Road.   

Parking and Servicing 

� No issues or solutions identified. 

5.4 Zone Three: High Street Shopping Parade (Craven Road to Station Broadway) 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

Figure 5.4 Town Centre Gateway Precedents 

Brixton town centre Poole town centre
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� Create a ‘Western Gateway’ to demarcate the change in character from Zone Two 

‘Office Zone’ to the start of the town centre (Zone Three ‘High Street’).   

� The Gateway may include a raised table that complements the Longfield Avenue level 

surface scheme and the relocation of the pedestrian crossing to outside the cinema / 

Town Hall to reinforce these ‘natural’ heritage landmarks. Further explanation of the 

rationale and detail for Gateways is provided in Chapter 5. 

� 20 mph zone or speed limit through Zone Three. This would need to be self-enforcing, 

through the use of physical and visual measures. These would include the Gateways, 

raised junctions/raised pedestrian crossing, central median strip and carriageway 

narrowing on The Broadway and public realm improvements. These measures are 

discussed in the following sections. 

Buses 

� Remove street clutter including bins and relocate cycle parking away from bus stops to 

facilitate bus stop access.  

� Undertake a bus lane review with a view to removing the bus lane on High Street to 

reduce queue lengths. Significant queuing occurs at the weekend, as a result of 

vehicles accessing the Ealing Broadway Shopping Centre car park from the Grove Road 

junction. Queues often extend to Uxbridge Road and prevent vehicles turning right and 

left into High Street thus causing congestion on Uxbridge Road. 

� Undertake a bus lane review of the eastbound bus lane on The Broadway (see 

paragraph below) with the aim of improving the image of the town centre, pedestrian 

crossing facilities, waiting and loading and connection of the north and south shopping 

areas. However, the bus lane benefits cyclists, therefore sufficient carriageway width 

and/or cycle priority measures would need to be incorporated into any design 

proposals. 

� With the redevelopment of the Arcadia Centre, opportunities may arise to set back the 

building line on the north side of The Broadway, which may allow for inset bus stop 

facilities (to replace the eastbound bus stop). This would reduce pedestrian and vehicle 

congestion that currently exists by the eastbound bus stop and close to the junction 

with Station Broadway respectively. It would also reinforce a new pedestrian desire 

line through the new development to Ealing Broadway Station (i.e. taking pressure off 

the overcrowded footways on the north side corner of the Station Broadway junction). 

Pedestrian Environment – Springbridge Road Junction 

� Several concept design options have been developed for the Springbridge Road 

junction and these are documented in Appendix D together with a discussion on the 

LINSIG modelling that was undertaken for the Do Maximum options. The conclusion 

from the modelling was that the Do Maximum Option 2 is feasible in terms of junction 

capacity. The diagrams and text below describe the features of the Do Maximum 

Option 2. 
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 Figure 5.5 Two-Stage Crossing Design (Do Maximum Option 2) 

 At the Springbridge Road junction, reduce junction radii through reduction of 
eastbound and westbound carriageway from three lanes to two lanes.  Introduce 
advance stoplines and Countdown pedestrian signals.   

 As  indicated in the illustrative drawing in Figure 5.5 this scheme would include:   

− 1) extensive widening of the footways outside Marks and Spencer’s and Christ 
the Saviour Church (through removal of dedicated left turn lanes); 

− 2) new pedestrian crossing arrangements to facilitate more direct crossing 
movements (maximum number of stages in any direction reduced from four to 
two); 

− 3) pedestrian crossing paved with smooth, rectangular granite setts (level with 
carriageway)    

− 4) line of trees at the top end of High Street on the widened footway outside 
M&S.  These will serve to a) soften the harsh frontage of the M&S building and 
b) create a visual link between High Street and the trees and greenery around 

Figure 5.4 Existing Layout   

Do Maximum Option 2 - View 
from southwest corner 

Do Maximum Option 2 - View 
from north (references 1-3 
described below) 
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the church, thereby helping to define the junction as a cross-road and reduce 

vehicle speeds. 

− Removal of all guardrailing as part of the scheme.  

− Relocation of existing market stalls to open up the space. 

− An alternative measure is to raise the junction to footway level.  

Pedestrian Environment – The Broadway 

 Figure 5.6 Existing Layout (bottom) and Median Precedents (top) 

� Subject to detailed modelling and bus lane review, reduce the westbound carriageway 

from two lanes to one and consider removal of the eastbound bus lane on The 

Broadway between Springbridge Road and The Broadway/The Mall junction for general 

use to reduce the dominance of traffic, improve road safety and enhance the public 

realm. To be viable, the scheme would be dependent on the removal of one westbound 

traffic lane but is not subject to the removal of the eastbound bus lane. 

� As part of this scheme, introduce a median strip to reduce severance between the 

northern and southern shopping areas and facilitate pedestrian movement through 

informal crossing activity.  Relocate, widen and raise the signalised pedestrian crossing 

(need for relocation dependent on Arcadia development).  Certain sections of median 

strip would need to be level surface to allow vehicle over-run for overtaking of loading 

vehicles. Waiting and loading would be banned in most sections but the over-run 

would cater for the anticipated unscheduled loading by security vehicles accessing the 

banks.  Ensure that the Arcadia development provides adequate rear servicing so that 

the frontage is clear for pedestrian use and environmental improvements. 

High Street Kensington Coulsdon Town Centre
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Pedestrian Environment – The Broadway / The Mall Junction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7 Existing Broadway / Mall Junction Layout 

� Given that The Mall/Station Broadway junction is close to capacity on some arms in 

the AM and PM peak periods, it was considered that an ‘all-red’ pedestrian stage was 

not feasible. Therefore the pedestrian crossing improvements proposed focus on 

widening and extending the pedestrian refuge island to provide for pedestrian volume 

and desire lines. 

� Introduce Countdown pedestrian signals.   

� Remove guard-railing to provide for pedestrian movement.  

Pedestrian Environment – General / Area Wide 

� Introduce Legible London Signing regime (already proposed by Ealing Council for 

certain areas of the town centre – extent unknown by MVA at this stage). 

Arcadia Centre development – development boundary implications 

As described above, several of the opportunities for improving the pedestrian and bus 

stop environment are predicated on the assumption that the building line of the new 

development will be set back. If this is not possible then it will still be possible to 

introduce a median strip and thus achieve the severance reduction and speed 

management benefits (enabling the introduction of a 20 mph zone).  

 

However, it would not be possible to relocate and inset the bus stop to mitigate the 

problems with pedestrian crowding. To alleviate crowding close to the stop and on the 

north-west corner of the adjacent junction would require footway widening (carriageway 

narrowing) which could only be achieved by removing all or part of the eastbound bus 

lane and/or the westbound bus lane (which terminates at The Mall junction). 

 

In addition, the new development may generate significant additional footfall on the 

north side of The Broadway which, without footway widening, may increase pedestrian 

density to an unacceptable level. 

 

In addition to removing/reducing the length of the bus lanes, there is potential to 

increase footway width by excluding the proposed median strip, but this may cause 

westbound congestion problems as vehicles would not have space to overtake in the 

event that vehicles stop or load in the single westbound lane (predicted to occur outside 

the banks in particular). The concept designs incorporate a low height median strip in 

this location to facilitate any overtaking.  
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� Remove guardrailing and street clutter to facilitate pedestrian movement.   

Cyclists 

� Introduce advanced stoplines and feeder lanes at Bond Street junction with New 

Broadway and at the Springbridge Road junction. 

� As part of the Arcadia Centre redevelopment, where possible set back the building line 

to allow for a contra-flow cycle lane to be implemented on The Broadway opposite 

Ealing Broadway Station to improve cyclist access to the station.   

� Relocate and introduce additional cycle parking at appropriate locations throughout the 

zone, which meet demand but are carefully located to avoid pedestrian pinch points 

and street clutter.   

Public Realm 

� Remove guardrailing, create ‘street furniture zone’, and introduce high quality street 

furniture including seating which complements the Dickens Yard scheme.  Repave 

footways and private forecourts to complement the Dickens Yard scheme.   

� Improve (heritage) canopy over shops on New Broadway. 

� Improve pedestrian crossovers on New Broadway (southern footway). 

� Treat the private footway area associated with The Broadway Shopping Centre, public 

footways and carriageway to visually connect Ealing Broadway shopping area with The 

Broadway at The Broadway/The Mall junction. 

� Work with local businesses on New Broadway to facilitate the upgrade of shop 

frontages, including funding (if available) to replace fascia’s, blinds and canopies and 

removal of shop front clutter.  

� As part of the Arcadia Centre redevelopment set back building line to allow for wider 

footways, and contra-flow cycle facilities on The Broadway (opposite the Station) to 

improve cycle access to Ealing Broadway Station.   

� Repair the carriageway.   

Parking and Servicing 

� Create a level surface area at the inset bay next to shops opposite the Council offices 

to complement the ‘Western Gateway’ to the town centre, New Broadway.   

5.5 Zone Four: Local Shopping Parade (Station Broadway to Hamilton Road) 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Introduce an ‘Eastern Gateway’ through special treatment of the footways and 

carriageway, street furniture and trees to demarcate the change in character from 

Zone Four ‘Local Shopping Parade’ and Zone Five the residential area. 

Buses 

� Subject to a bus lane review, consider 

cutting back or removing the westbound 

bus lane on approach to The Broadway / 

The Mall junction to smooth traffic. 

� Realign bus stop and access arrangements 

at the westbound bus stop north of 

Figure 5.8 Westbound bus stop north of  

                  Northcote Avenue 
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Northcote Avenue (shown in Figure 5.8).  

Pedestrian Environment 

� Introduce raised entry treatment on Oak Road. 

Cyclists 

� Remove pinch-point west of Hamilton Road by realigning northern kerbline. 

� Relocate cycle parking facilities.   

� Provide something to help cyclists turn right into Windsor Road. 

 

Public Realm 

� Work with local businesses to facilitate the upgrade of shop frontages, including 

funding (if available) to replace fascia’s, blinds and canopies and remove shop front 

clutter.   

� Repave footways and private forecourts throughout. 

� Repair tree pits and remove street clutter. 

� Introduce an art / light installation on the wall of property No. 51 as part of the 

‘Eastern Gateway’ to reinforce the change in land use / character.   

Parking and Servicing 

Figure 5.10 Walworth Road Footway Level Loading Bay Precedent 

� Set back and if appropriate relocate the loading bays to allow safe cycling within the 

cycle lane.   

� Raise parking and loading bays to the same level as the footways to provide additional 

‘effective’ footway width for pedestrians when not in use.   

Figure 5.9 

Examples of 

Street Art/Light 

Installations 
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5.6 Zone Five: Residential and Open Space (Hamilton Road to North Circular) 

Traffic Management & Road Safety 

� Reduce the kerb radii and introduce raised crossing at the Hamilton Road junction. 

� Introduce a raised entry treatment on North Common Road.   

Buses 

� No issues or solutions identified for this zone.   

Pedestrian Environment 

� The introduction of raised entry treatments at the Hamilton Road and North Common 

Road junction will facilitate pedestrian movement and improve road safety.   

Cyclists 

� Cut back footway and remove guardrailing to mitigate eastbound cyclist pinch point at 

the Hamilton Road junction. 

� Realign the carriageway and remove guardrailing at The Common junction to mitigate 

cyclist pinch point and facilitate the transition from cycle path to carriageway.   

� Introduce advance stop lines (and feeder lanes where possible). 

Public Realm 

� Remove guard-railing next to the pedestrian crossing near Hamilton Road and the 

Common junctions.   

Parking and Servicing 

� No identified issues or solutions identified for this zone.   

5.7 Identified Solutions – Feasibility Design Rationale 

5.7.1 Figure 5.11 summarises the rationale framework for deciding the basis on which schemes 

should be taken forward to feasibility design.  This was based on a review of outline costs, 

risks, timescales and discussion with the project client. Regarding costs, the rationale 

assumes that we should only take forward to feasibility design stage solutions which can be 

implemented for approx. £500k. Only a selection of solutions are shown in Figure 5.11.  

5.7.2 Due to a combination of costs, risks and timescales Zones 3a, b, c and d have not been 

progressed to feasibility design stage.  The rationale behind retaining Zones Three (a, b, c 

and d) at concept design stage are shown below.   
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Zone 3a: The High Street 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12 The High Street - Existing and Possible Solutions  

� This area is out of scope of this study, however possible changes as shown in Figure 

5.12 would serve to help the regeneration of this shopping street and to create a 

strong physical and economic link between the shops and cafes on Ealing Green and 

the main centre at Ealing Broadway.  The scheme implemented at the Springbridge 

Road junction would also have a bearing on this scheme.   

� Possible solutions for the High Street may include (as numbered in illustrative drawing 

above): 

1) reducing carriageway width to 4–4.5 metres by removal of the bus lane; 

2) introducing parking and loading bays at regular intervals along the street. 

These bays would be paved with smooth, rectangular granite setts and raised to 

the same level as the footway. Existing parking and loading bays would be 

relocated along both sides of the street. There would be space for addition bays 

to be provided if required; 

3) widening of footways on both sides of the road; 

4) introducing street trees at regular intervals between parking and loading bays 

to create a “green link” between The Green, Christ the Saviour Church and 

(potentially) Haven Green. 

� From observations, vehicle queuing on High Street is prevalent, but mainly on a 

weekend. This is likely to be related to shopping activity, with vehicles accessing the 

Ealing Broadway Centre car park. The bus lane is only used by one bus route (65) at 

present, so the loss of the bus lane and subsequent delays to buses would need to be 

quantified to assess whether the trade off with improved pedestrian environment, 

parking etc is acceptable. Queuing for this car park may reduce when the public car 

park under Dickens Yard opens, especially if signs are erected to encourage people 

coming from the north to use it. 
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� The High Street scheme would require a detailed bus lane review, waiting and loading 

review, traffic survey and consideration of vehicle access to the Ealing Broadway 

Centre public car park and The Grove junction.  

Zone 3b: Springbridge Road junction 

� As discussed earlier and in Appendix D, from the LINSIG modelling undertaken the Do 

Maximum Option 2 appears to be feasible but would require additional traffic modelling 

(using TRANSYT) to understand the impacts on adjacent linked junctions and 

pedestrian crossings. The design would also need to be audited by Transport for 

London Traffic Directorate (TD) as well as being programmed into TD’s signals 

programme, which may require a long lead-in period. It is estimated that TD would not 

be able to sign-off the design until late 2012/13 or early 2013/14. Assuming TD could 

provide a signal slot at the desired time, and assuming a minimum 6 month period for 

works contract agreement and implementation, there would be a maximum 6 month 

contingency period to complete the works by the end of the financial year (2013/14). 

Given the large sums involved in completing these works, the risk rating for this 

scheme to be completed within the LIP funding period is consider to be high. 

� The Springbridge Road scheme could go ahead without implementation of The 

Broadway scheme, but given that they are closely interlinked in terms of design, 

dependencies (largely Arcadia), approvals, and potential timescales, the greatest 

benefits would be realised by implementing the two schemes together. 

Zone 3c: The Broadway 

� The removal of carriageway lane/s and introduction of a median strip would require 

traffic modelling, TD auditing and programming with TD (as linked to Sprinbridge Road 

junction design).  Extensive consultation with Transport for London, London Buses and 

other public bodies would be necessary. 

� The removal of the bus lane would require a bus lane review and extensive discussions 

with Transport for London and London Buses.  

� The status of the Arcadia Centre is unknown and is likely to have significant impact on 

the proposed scheme. 

� One of the quickest and most visually dramatic wins would be the removal of the 

guardrailing within this section. However, this would need to be predicated on the fact 

that traffic speeds can be managed and informal crossing opportunities can be 

provided. Therefore, it would need to be preceded by the introduction of a combination 

of the Gateways, plus: raising/treating the Springbridge Road and Station Broadway 

junctions; raising the pedestrian crossing on The Broadway; introducing the median 

strip and introducing the 20mph Zone/speed limit. 

Zone 3d: The Broadway / The Mall Junction 

� LB Ealing’s Ealing Broadway Interchange Study is likely to have a significant impact on 

this section of the study area and until the designs are further progressed to avoid 

conflicting solutions this section will remain at concept design level. 

� The solutions for this junction include widening/lengthening the pedestrian refuge 

which is likely to require approval from TfL TD and the relatively minimal gains to 

pedestrian crossing provision would be delivered at considerable expense. Therefore 
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the risks regarding timescales and costs have also informed our decision not to 

progress this junction to feasibility design stage. 
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Figure 5.11 Identified Feasibility Design Solutions Rationale
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6 Feasibility Design Appraisal 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 The solutions identified at concept level for Zones 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 have been developed to 

feasibility design level and can be found in Appendix E.  

6.1.2 The feasibility design measures are essentially the same as the concept solutions described 

in Chapter 5 (albeit designed to a greater level of detail). As such, in this chapter it would 

have been repetitive to describe the solutions again. However, this chapter elaborates on 

certain elements of the design and appraises the feasibility designs against the study 

objectives and zone priorities.  

6.1.3 This chapter also summarises risks, costs and programme.  A full breakdown of zone costs 

and risks can be found in Appendix F.   

6.2 ‘Gateway’ Solutions 

6.2.1 As identified in the feasibility designs, we propose that ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ Gateways are 

introduced to demarcate the start of the town centre to help calm traffic, provide for 

pedestrian movement and crossings, and improve the public realm.  To help visualise these 

proposed measures, our partners Studio Real have prepared some illustrative isometric 

designs for both the Gateways (shown in Figure 6.1).   

 

 

 

Western gateway – view from west 

(Town Hall shown on left) 

Eastern gateway – view from east 

(Florence Road shown on left) 

Figure 6.1 Eastern and Western Gateway Illustrations  
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Eastern Gateway 

� As shown in Figure 6.1, the introduction of a gateway at the eastern end of the study 

area (Zone Four) could include a:  

1) raised table (asphalt surface); 

2) pedestrian crossing paved with smooth, rectangular granite setts (level with 

footway); 

3) repaving of the area on either side of the raised table with York Stone slabs 

(or similar high quality paving); and 

4) line of trees along the raised table to re-enforce its presence (one tree 

existing). 

The ideal location for the gateway is further west, just west of Northcote Avenue, where the 

building line changes and where there is a bend in the road. However, the proximity of the 

bus stop and access roads limits the opportunities for introducing horizontal or vertical 

features on the carriageway, without which speed reduction and traffic calming impacts are 

difficult to achieve. However, as discussed in Chapter 5, there is potential to introduce an art 

/ light installation on the wall of building No. 51 to help reinforce the gateway to the town 

centre. This would be subject to agreement from the property owner. Proposed 

improvements to the streetscape will also help to achieve this impact. 

Western Gateway 

� As shown in Figure 6.1, the introduction of a gateway at the western edge of the study 

area (Zone Three) could include a: 

1) raised table (asphalt surface) between the Town Hall and Cinema to re-

enforce the presence of these landmark buildings;  

2) pedestrian crossing paved with smooth, rectangular granite setts (level with 

pavement); 

3) floodlighting of the Town Hall and Cinema to create increased impact of 

gateway at night.  Floodlights outside the Cinema set flush into paving surface; 

4) repaving of the area outside the Cinema with York Stone slabs; and 

5) line of trees with benches and floodlights underneath. 

� The pedestrian crossing in this design has been moved to outside the Town Hall. The 

reasoning for this is because the desire line is stronger at this location, especially when 

the Dickens Yard and Cinema developments are completed. Relocating the crossing 

helps to justify providing a raised table, which is a strong feature of the gateway. The 

introduction of the gateway is not dependent on completion of the Cinema 

development, but it has to be acknowledged that, to a degree, improvements work 

undertaken on the south side of the road outside the cinema may be abortive if/when 

the cinema development goes ahead. Depending on the status and nature of the 

planning consent, it may be possible that costs for such abortive works can be borne 

by the developer. Any changes to the proposed treatment outside the cinema should 

be in keeping with the improvements that are underway outside the Town Hall.    

� As shown in the feasibility design drawing for Zone 4 (contained in Appendix E), there 

is a second option for the Western Gateway. This is a more cost-effective, lower risk 
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measure as it does not require the relocation of the crossing. However, we consider 

that it would not create as strong a gateway presence as the preferred option. 

 

Zone 4 and Zone 5 Road Space Allocation 

In Zone 4, the width of the bus lane, east and westbound traffic lanes and cycle lane are 

insufficient. As described in Chapter 4, this results in vehicles tailgating buses (as they do 

not have sufficient clearance to pass in the westbound vehicle lane), a congestion pinch-

point close to the westbound bus stop and safety issues associated with eastbound cyclists 

passing the inset parking and loading bays. 

The feasibility designs contain proposals to mitigate the cycle safety problems by insetting 

the parking and loading bays further and by remarking the road centre lines. An alternative, 

more costly, option is provided to also widen the carriageway on the south side of the road. 

An alternative (again more costly) option is also provided in the feasibility design for Zone 5: 

to widen the carriageway at the proposed Eastern Gateway. There are similar constraints and 

issues here with road width, although the main impact is on cyclist safety rather than traffic 

movement.  

6.3 Impact of Solutions 

6.3.1 Table 6.1 summaries the impact of the feasibility solutions throughout Corridor 1d, where 2 

= a major positive impact, 1 = a minor positive impact, 0 = no change, -1 = a minor 

negative impact and -2 = a major negative impact on the corridor.   

6.3.2 Table 6.1 indicates that Zones Three and Four will have the most significant overall benefits 

within the Corridor but at a major cost for Zone 3. It should be noted that this assessment 

only provides an indication of the likely impact of the proposals: it does not take into account 

the size of the zone or compare the relative impact of one objective against another.  

Table 6.1 Solutions Impact Assessment Matrix  

6.3.3 The implementation costs are based on the feasibility designs, as described below.  
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6.3.4 Table 6.2 shows the ‘weighted’ scores of each zone.  Scores were weighted against the 

relative importance of the priorities for each Zone, as indicated in Chapter 3.  Zone Three 

provides a marginally greater benefit than Zone Four.   

Table 6.2 ‘Weighted’ Solution Impact Assessment  

 

6.4 Zone Costs and Risks 

Estimated Costs 

6.4.1 Implementation funding for Corridor 1d has been secured by LB Ealing for a two year period 

between 2012/13 and 2013/14. As part of this study, outline implementation costs have 

been calculated for each zone of the corridor and these are shown together with the Risk 

Assessment in Appendix F. 

6.4.2 In calculating the costs, we have used Spon’s Civil Engineering and Highway Works Price 

Book and LB Ealing’s Menu of Spend Document. A 10% project management fee and 10% 

contingency have been added to the segment costs. 

6.4.3 The total cost is between £1.199m and £1,356m, depending on which of the Zone 3 

Western Gateway, Zone 4 and Zone 5 options are chosen. The cost per zone is as follows: 

� Zone 1 - £26k 

� Zone 2 - £130k 

� Zone 3 - £744k  

� Zone 3 - £631k (Gateway Option A)  

� Zone 4 - £197k 

� Zone 4 - £222k (Option A) 

� Zone 5 - £215k  

Zone priorities 1-10, where 10 is highest 
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� Zone 5 - £234k (Option A) 

6.4.4 Whilst the total cost is well in excess of the indicative £500k LIP budget for this scheme, the 

following points should be noted which would significantly reduce the cost of the scheme: 

� Zone 3 – includes £60k for removal of phone boxes, £332k for repaving in York stone, 

and £20k for improvement of shop (heritage) canopies. The removal of the phone 

boxes is desirable but not essential and it may be more appropriate to secure costs for 

canopy improvement from other sources. York stone is desible but not essential: other 

cheaper materials could be used, saving approx. £257k. If these cost savings were 

taken into account then there could be a reduction in cost for this zone of £337k 

bringing the total to between £294k-£407k. Whilst not desirable, introducing a raised 

crossing rather than a raised table at the gateway would save up to a further £25k-

£60k (depending on option) bring the total for this zone to £269k-£347k.  

� Zone 5 - again, whilst not desirable, introducing a raised crossing rather than a raised 

table at the gateway would save approx. £10k, which would bring the total for this 

zone to £205k. 

� Further, albeit smaller, savings could be made from removing some design features, 

such as raised entry treatments, of which there are nine (approx £17k each). 

However, as further design elements are removed then this erodes the ‘corridor’ 

improvement concept. 

� With the Zone 3 and Zone 5 savings combined (not including the items in the above 

bullet) the total cost for the scheme would be between £1,049m-£1,127m. 

6.4.5 For some zones, the costs described in this section vary significantly when compared to the 

costs for the concept designs shown in Figure 5.11. For Zones 3, 4 and 5 this is largely 

because in the feasibility designs York stone paving has been allowed for rather than the 

concrete paviours assumed in the concept designs and/or the extent of the footway 

resurfacing works has been increased (using concrete paviours or other lower cost 

materials). 

Risk Assessment 

6.4.6 The Risk Assessment was produced to inform LB Ealing of factors that may impact on the 

implementation of the scheme. 

6.4.7 To summarise the information shown in Appendix F, the main risks (categorised as red) 

which could impact on the deliverability of the Corridor schemes are as follows: 

� New/relocated Puffin crossings in Zones 2 and 3. Main risks associated with timescales 

for implementing the works within the LIP funding window. 

� Removal of advertising boards in Zones 2 and 4. Potential revenue loss considerations 

and approvals needed from external parties. 

� Removal of phone boxes in Zones 3, 4 and 5. May be prohibitively expensive to 

remove (or relocate) and approvals needed from external parties. 

� Canopy improvement works - approvals needed from external parties. LIP funding may 

not be most suitable funding source for these works. 
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� Carriageway widening in Zones 4 and 5, as this may require the diversion of 

underground utilities. 

� Removal and relocation of push button and signal heads at Ealing Common junction. 

Main risks associated with timescales for implementing the works within the LIP 

funding window. 

� TfL approvals and loss of income fom bus lanes. 

6.4.8 We have assigned a green or amber risk rating to the other design measures. In general, the 

feasibility solutions are relatively low risk as the majority do not impact on the carriageway. 

Zones 3a-3d contain solutions which are higher risk and this is one of the factors that 

informed the decision to not take these forward to feasibility design stage.   

6.5 Work Programme  

6.5.1 The corridor zones have been prioritised based on consideration of the solution impacts, 

costs and potential risks. Figure 6.2 provides an outline work programme for scheme 

delivery. 

6.5.2 To achieve the required corridor benefits, it is important that schemes are not developed in 

isolation within a segment but that integrated improvements are made throughout the 

segment. 

6.5.3 As shown in Figure 6.2, it is suggested  that the focus for 2012/13 funding should be on the 

the implementation of the much needed Zone 4 improvements, followed in 2013/14 by Zone 

5 improvements. However, several of the design interventions in Zones 4 and 5 require 

longer design and consultation lead-in periods, particularly regarding external approvals (e.g. 

new/relocated pedestrian crossings). This should be borne in mind when considering the risk 

of delivery within the given funding periods. 

6.5.4 The quicker win, lower cost Zone 1 and 2 measures can be implemented as additional 

funding is secured.  

6.5.5 Ideally, the Zone 3 proposals would be developed to detailed design in parallel with 

developing the feasibility designs for Zones 3a-3d. This is due to the uncertainty as to how 

Zone 3 would interface with Zone 3b (at the Sprinbridge Road junction), as there are a 

number of options that have been identified for Zone 3b. Therefore, further design work on 

Zone 3a-3d, and ideally Zone 3 also would not commence until the plans for the Arcadia site 

are clearer.  
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Figure 6.2 Delivery Programme 
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7 Summary and Conclusions 

7.1 Introduction 

7.1.1 LB Ealing commissioned MVA Consultancy to develop proposals to feasibility design stage for 

Corridor 1d which extends along Uxbridge Road from West Ealing to Ealing Common. As 

identified in Ealing’s LIP programme, the interventions are to be implemented over a two-

year period (2012/13 – 2013/14) within an approximate budget of £500k. 

7.1.2 The overarching objectives of the study are to develop a prioritised package of costed 

proposals which improve road safety and the environment for pedestrian and cyclists, whilst 

also keeping traffic moving.  

7.2 Context  

7.2.1 The A4020 Uxbridge Road is the main east-west distributor road through the borough. The 

corridor is approximately 1.8km in length and has up to two traffic lanes in each direction. 

The demand for kerbside space by all modes is high, with priority given to maintaining traffic 

flow (especially buses), providing bus stops and cycle lanes, at the expense of catering for 

on-street waiting and loading demand.   

7.2.2 Upwards of 20,000 vehicles a day use Uxbridge Road and, in general, within the study area 

the road is relatively uncongested. However, given the high flows, high proportion of heavy 

vehicles, wide carriageway, and limited/convoluted crossing provision, the road creates 

significant severance for the high demand of north-south pedestrian movement. This is 

exacerbated by the preponderance of guardrailing which, historically, in addition to safety 

concerns has been retained to deter illegal loading activity.  

7.3 Zone Priorities 

7.3.1 Due to the fact there is a relatively limited budget (up to ~£500k) for what is a large study 

area and given that the proposals must be implemented within two years, it was important 

to establish at the onset the focus for the study to ensure that appropriate solutions are 

identified that address the Council’s objectives and are realistic in terms of budget, 

timescales and risk.  

7.3.2 The Corridor was subdivided into five character areas, termed Zones, and for each zone a 

score was given to each of nine transport areas to represent their importance. The transport 

areas were are consistent with the objectives defined in the brief and listed in Chapter 1. The 

zone priorities were agreed with the client project team to ensure appropriate measures 

were considered for the Corridor.   

7.4 Identified Issues and Performance Review 

7.4.1 Zone Three and Four are the worst performing zones, which encompass the town centre.  

Currently these sections suffer from: 

� Dominance of heavy traffic; 
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� Poor road safety record; 

� Inferior pedestrian crossing facilities; and 

� The public realm is dated.  Street clutter, poorly maintained footways, excessive 

guardrailing, a lack of public amenity and soft landscaping create an environment 

which is not inviting for pedestrians or cyclists.   

7.5 Concept Solutions 

7.5.1 A series of concept designs were developed to help address the identified issues. 

7.5.2 As LIP funding was only available over a two-year period with a budget of approximately 

£500k, it was important to prioritise schemes to be taken forward to feasibility design stage.   

7.5.3 It was agreed that Zones encompassing the Springbridge Road junction to The Mall (Zones 3 

a, b, c and d) would not be taken to feasibility design stage due to the need for extensive 

traffic modelling, consultation and dependencies on other studies/development.    

7.6 Feasibility Designs Appraisal and Costs  

7.6.1 The appraisal of feasibility designs indicated that Zones Three and Four will have significantly 

greater benefits than the other zones, however these would be achieved at a much higher 

cost 

7.6.2 The total cost is between £1.199m and £1,356m, depending on which of the Zone 3 

Western Gateway, Zone 4 and Zone 5 options are chosen. The cost per zone is as follows: 

� Zone 1 - £26k 

� Zone 2 - £130k 

� Zone 3 - £744k  

� Zone 3 - £631k (Gateway Option A)  

� Zone 4 - £197k 

� Zone 4 - £222k (Option A) 

� Zone 5 - £215k  

� Zone 5 - £234k (Option A) 

7.6.3 Whilst the total cost is well in excess of the indicative £500k LIP budget for this scheme, 

significant savings could be achieved by excluded certain interventions which would reduce 

the costs to between £1,049m-£1,127m. Further, abeit smaller, savings could be made 

from removing some other design features. However, as further design elements are 

removed then this erodes the ‘corridor’ improvement concept. 
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Zone Five: Northcote Avenue to The Common Issues Plan
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- Wide junction 
radii with poor 
pedestrian 
crossover

- Excessive guardrailing 
degrades the public realm
-Tree pits in disrepair 

Prepared for London Borough of Ealing
May 2012

C3A920

- Cyclist pinch-
point at this 
location due to 
junction layout 
and guardrailing

- Cyclists pinch-point at 
these locations due to 
junction layout and 
guardrailing

Zone wide Issues:
- Lack of directional signing for 

pedestrians and cyclists
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Zone One: Hartington Road to Arden Road Issues Plan

- Narrow footway on southern side
- Variety of street clutter reduce the 

effective width for pedestrian 
movements

- Low quality shop frontages

-  Lack of consistency in the waiting 
and loading arrangements for the 
extent of this zone

- Guardrailing on southern 
footway impedes pedestrian 
movement and degrades the 
public realm

B
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u
g
h
to

n
 R
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d

Zone wide Issues:
- Least defined section due to the small 

scale development and mix of land use
- Lack of soft landscaping or green space
- Bus stops not fully accessible
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Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses
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Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

- Westbound queuing 
towards Drayton Green 
Road / Northfields 
Avenue junction
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Zone 2: Arden Road to Longfield Avenue Issues Plan
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- Queuing observed 
southbound on St 
Leonard’s Road in 
morning peak time period

- Narrow footway on southern 
extent 

- Poor treatment at gateways 
to office complexes

- Poor treatment at 
gateways to office 
complexes

- Poor pedestrian 
crossovers

- zone lacks a sense of place
- Inactive frontages and stepped 

back building line create poor 
sense of personal security after 
dark

- Vehicles impede 
pedestrian 
movements

- Poor pedestrian 
crossover

Zone wide issue:
-  Lack of directional signs for  

pedestrians/cyclists 
-  Poor wayfinding east/west
-  Bus stops not fully accessible
-  No traffic signs for Arden Car Park

Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 
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Zone Three: Longfield Avenue to Springbridge Road Issues Plan
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- Poor pedestrian 
facilities, guardrailing, 
narrow footways and 
gradient change is 
challenging for 
mobility impaired 
pedestrians

- Positioning of 
information boards 
and bollards blocks 
pedestrian 
movements at Town 
Hall

- Positioning of 
phone box, bollards 
and hoarding at the 
Cinema 
significantly  
reduce the effective 
width of footway

- Lower quality shop 
frontages

- Footway of inconsistent 
materials 

- Variety of uncoordinated street 
furniture

- No defined furniture zone
- No seating provision
- Tree planting along central 

alignment on footway impedes 
movement

- Excessive guardrailing 
impedes pedestrian 
movements and degrades 
the public realm- Bollards in front of Town 

Hall create a physical 
division of space

- Lack of on-street 
parking/ loading 
on southern side 
of carriageway 
during bus lane 
operating hours

Prepared for London Borough of Ealing
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Zone Wide Issues
- Lack of directional signs for 

pedestrians
- Poor wayfinding east/west
- Bus stops not fully accessible

- On-street trading reduces 
effective width of footway

Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

- Guardrailing on southern 
footway degrades the public 
realm and impedes 
pedestrian movement

- Poor pedestrian crossover 
on Longfield Avenue
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Zone Three continued overleaf
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- Lack of sense of 
‘arrival’ in the town 
centre.  

- Dominance of traffic 
within the town centre
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Zone Three: Springbridge Road to The Broadway Issues Plan
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- Arcadia represents an 
impermeable block for 
pedestrians

- Lack of active frontages 
on Springbridge Road 
creates a poor sense of 
personal security, 
particularly after dark

 - Multi-stage pedestrian 
crossing causing significant 
delays to pedestrians

- Cluster of 
pedestrian 
collisions over a 
three year period

Prepared for London Borough of Ealing
May 2012

Corridor 1D Feasibility Study

- Cluster of collisions 
including pedestrians over 
a three year period

- Queuing on High 
Street and Uxbridge 
Road at the weekend

- Parking close to car 
park entrance on High 
Street causes a traffic 
bottleneck, notably 
during the weekend

- Extensive bus lane 
(bus route 65 only) 
causes delays to 
traffic and degrades 
the public realm on 
the High Street

- Poor quality public realm on 
High Street

- Lack of active frontages 
creates a poor sense of 
personal security after dark

Issues continued overleaf

Zone Wide Issues
- Lack of directional signs for 

pedestrians
- Poor wayfinding east/west
- Bus stops not fully accessible

- Complex junction 
arrangements with 
merging lanes

- Excessive weaving 
required by vehicles on 
exiting junction due to 
lanes reduction

Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

- Difficult manoeuvre for 
cyclists to travel straight 
across junction.  Have to 
cross the path of left-turning 
vehicles

- No advanced stoplines at 
junction

NTS

- Anecdotal evidence 
of speeding during 
the early hours of 
the day
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Zones Three and Four: The Broadway to Northcote Avenue Issues Plan
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- Bus stop waiting area 
congested during peak 
travelling times

- Difficult manouevre for buses 
to re-enter main stream traffic 
at junction

- No wesbound bus stops within 
the town centre

-  Complex junction arrangements 
with merging lanes

-  No Advance Stop Lines (ASL) for 
cyclists at junction

 - Multi-stage pedestrian crossing
-  Narrow pedestrian island does not 

provide sufficient refuge for 
pedestrians during peak periods

N

Zone Five overleaf

- Excessive 
guardrailing creates 
severance for 
pedestrians notably 
north/south 
connectivity and 
acts as a pinch 
point for cyclists

- Bus stop configuration 
causes bottle neck for 
traffic in section

- Narrow bus lane, 
buses tailgate large 
vehicles during 
heavy traffic

Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

- Low quality shop 
frontages

- Poor quality private 
forecourts

- Footways of 
inconsistent materials

- Uncoordinated street 
furniture

- Tree roots have 
uplifted paving slabs 
creating a trip hazard

- Haphazard parking 
arrangements and 
overhanging 
vehicles cause 
pinch points for 
eastbound cyclists

Zone wide Issues:
- Poor wayfinding on exiting 

station, lack of 
pedestrian/cyclist signing

- Bus stops not fully accessible
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Zone Three contin
ued..

- Shopping area dominated with 
four lanes of traffic

- Footway of inconsistent 
materials 

- Variety of uncoordinated street 
furniture

- No defined furniture zone
- No seating provision
- Lack of soft landscaping

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

-  No direct cyclist 
access to Ealing 
Broadway 
Station due to 
one-way system
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Zone Five: Northcote Avenue to The Common Issues Plan
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- Wide junction 
radii with poor 
pedestrian 
crossover

- Excessive guardrailing 
degrades the public realm
-Tree pits in disrepair 
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- Cyclist pinch-
point at this 
location due to 
junction layout 
and guardrailing

- Cyclists pinch-point at 
these locations due to 
junction layout and 
guardrailing

Zone wide Issues:
- Lack of directional signing for 

pedestrians and cyclists
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Zone One: Hartington Road to Arden Road Concept Solution Plan
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Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

- Work with local businesses to 
facilitate the upgrade of shop 
frontages, including funding (if 
available) to replace fascias, 
blinds and canopies and 
removal of shop front clutter

- Work with local businesses to 
facilitate the upgrade of shop 
frontages, including funding (if 
available) to replace fascias, blinds 
and canopies and removal of shop 
clutter

- Introduce street trees / landscaping to 
provide a sense of place

- Remove current raised 
entry treatment and 
introduce a raised entry 
treatment with a reduced 
approach gradient and 
materials consistent with 
that of Uxbridge Road

- Remove guard-railing next 
to crossing

- Remove current raised entry 
treatment and introduce a 
raised entry treatment with a 
reduced approach gradient 
and materials consistent with 
Uxbridge Road

A
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- Lido junction scheme will be 
implemented in 2012/13.  Scheme 
will include pedestrian crossings to 
improve road safety

Zone wide solutions:
- Make bus stops fully accessible
- Introduce Legible London signing
- Amend waiting and loading restrictions to aid driver understanding 

and where appropriate bring inline with bus lane operational hours
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- Remove guard-railing 
next to crossing

- Improve crossovers 
and isolated footway 
repairs
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Zone Two: Arden Road to Longfield Avenue Concept Solution Plan
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- Introduce a raised entry 
treatment at junction to improve 
pedestrian crossover

Traffic Management & Road Safety

Buses

Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

- Extend double yellow line at 
junction to mitigate bottle neck 
at junction

- Introduce a raised entry 
treatment to facilitate 
pedestrian movement across 
junction

Zone wide solutions:
- Make bus stops fully accessible
- Introduce Legible London signing
- Introduce additional cycle signing on existing posts 

(where possible)
- Introduce road traffic signs for Arden Car Park
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- Introduce pedestrian 
crossing facilities in this 
location
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Zone Three: Longfield Avenue to Springbridge Road Concept Solution Plan
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- Create a ‘Gateway’ to demarcate the change in 
character from Zone Two ‘Office Zone’ to the start of 
the town centre (Zone Three - Four)

- The Gateway may include a raised table that 
complements Longfield Avenue level surface scheme 
and the relocation of the pedestrian crossing to 
outside the cinema/Town Hall to reinforce these 
‘natural’ heritage landmarks (subject to cinema 
development).  

- Remove guard-railing 
next to crossing

- Create level surface 
area to provide for 
pedestrian movement

- Improve crossover

- Resurface footways to complement 
footways on the northern edge (scheme to 
be implemented as part of Dicken’s Yard 
scheme (2012/13))

- Create furniture zone to improve 
pedestrian movement and the public 
realm.  Improve tree pits.  Remove street 
clutter.

- Improve Victorian 
canopy over shops

- Street improvements on northern 
footways on New Broadway, and 
Longfield Avenue to be 
implemented as part of the Dicken’s 
Yard development (completion 
Autun 2012)
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g
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Zone wide solutions:
- Make bus stops fully accessible
- Introduce Legible London signing

- Relocate market stall and 
remove guard-railing to 
facilitate pedestrian 
movement and improve the 
public realm
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Zone Three continued overleaf

- Cut back bus lanes on 
approach to junction 
to improve traffic flow
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- Introduce advanced 
stoplines at junction
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Zone Three: Springbridge Road to The Broadway Concept Solution Plan
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Pedestrians

Key

Public Realm 

Cyclists

Built Environment 

NTS

- Reduce junction radii through the reduction of eastbound 
and westbound carriageway to provide sufficient space for 
pedestrian volumes, reduce crossing distances, and 
improve road safety

- Provide two-stage level crossing facilities with one refuge 
island to provide for pedestrian desire lines or where 
possible provide diagonal one-stage crossings 

- Introduce Countdown

- Introduce advanced stoplines (ASLs) on all approaches

- Treat footways and carriageways with suitable materials to 
reduce speeds and improve the public realm

- Remove all guard-railing as part of scheme

Springbridge Road junction (subject to modelling)

- Reduce westbound carriageway (subject to modelling) 
from two lanes to one lane.  Create median to connect 
the northern and southern shopping area, reduce 
traffic dominance and facilitate informal pedestrian 
movement. Ensure run over area sufficient to allow 
overtaking of loading vehicles

- Widen and raise pedestrian 
crossing to provide for 
pedestrian volume

- Treat private area, footways and 
carriageway to connect the 
shopping area with the corridor

- Repave southern footway, 
including private forecourts 

- Set back footways on 
northern edge as part 
of the Arcadia 
redevelopment.

- Relocate eastbound 
bus stop to set back 
area to alleviate 
pedestrian congestion 
at The Broadway 
junction

- Remove bus lane (subject to bus lane 
review), widen footways, reconfigure 
parking/loading arrangements, improve shop 
frontages, and create a sense of place to the 
same quality as Bond Street to connect 
Ealing Green with The Broadway shopping 
area

- Widen and extend 
pedestrian refuge island 
to provide for volumes 
and desire lines.  Provide 
Countdown

- Remove guard-railing to 
facilitate pedestrian 
movement

Clapham High Street

Oxford Circus Diagonal Crossing

Zone wide solutions:
- Make bus stops fully accessible
- Introduce Legible London signing
- Introduce additional cycle signing 

on existing posts (where 
possible)

- Introduce town centre 20mph 
zone

- Raise junctions and pedestrian 
crossings

High Street Kensington Coulsdon Town Centre

Zone Three 

- Relocate market 
stall
to improve 
pedestrian 
movement and 
better connect The 
Broadway with the 
shopping centre

- Ealing Broadway Station 
Major Scheme (completion 
date: winter 2013).  Includes 
enhanced interchange and 
links (including The 
Broadway junction)
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- As part of 
Arcardia 
redevelopment 
relocate 
eastbound bus 
stop to set back 
area to alleviate 
pedestrian 
congestion at 
The Broadway 
junction 

- On the onset of Arcadia 
centre redevelopment 
provide cyclist contra-flow 
lane (requires the setting 
back of Arcadia centre 
building line)
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Zone Three and Four: The Broadway to Northcote Avenue Concept Plan
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- Widen footway through 
carrriageway realignment

- Introduce at-grade loading bays 
to widen the effective footway 
width

- Repave footways and private 
forecourts

- Repair tree pits

- Remove street clutter

- Introduce art / light 
installation on wall to 
provide a visual gateway to 
the town centre

Carnaby Street Murial London Bridge, light installation

- Create level-surface area, 
relocate/new trees, 
benches, cycle parking etc 
to create a small public 
space

- Create a small space 
(e.g. trees, bench) to 
reinforce ‘Gateway’ feel

- Create a ‘Gateway to demarcate 
the change in character from Zone 
Four Five ‘Residential’ to Zone 
Four ‘shopping area’

- The Gateway may include a raised 
table , carriageway and footway 
treatment, trees and art 
installation

Walworth Road

Zone Five overleaf

- Cutter back bus lanes to 
improve traffic flow through 
junction

- Realign 
carriageway to 
improve 
eastbound 
movement 
through junction 

- Introduce raised entry 
treatment
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Zone Five: Northcote Avenue to The Common Concept Solution Plan
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Built Environment 

- Cut back footway and 
remove guardrailing to 
mitigate eastbound cyclist 
pinch point

- Reduce kerb radii.  
Introduce raised entry 
treatment to improve 
pedestrian crossing

- Remove guard-railing 
next to crossing

Zone wide solutions:
- Make bus stops fully accessible
- Introduce Legible London signing
- Introduce additional cycle signing on 

existing posts (where possible)

- Rationalise guardrailing

- Introduce a raised entry-
treatment to improve 
pedestrian crossing

- Realign carriageway and remove 
guardrailing to mitigate cyclist pinch 
point and facilitate transition from 
cycle path to carriageway
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Technical Note 

Project Title: Corridor 1D 

MVA Project Number: C3A920 

Subject: Springbridge Road Junction Concept Solution Design Options and LINSIG 

Modelling 

Note Number: 1 Version: 1 

Author(s): Glenn Higgs 

Date: 02 May 2012 

 

1 Introduction 

1.1 This Technical Note describes the Concept Solution design options which have been developed 

for the Springbridge Road junction and documents the results of the LINSIG junction modelling 

that was undertaken for the Do Maximum options. 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Design Options 

2.1 Figures 2 to 5 shows the design options for the junction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do Minimum: 

- Removal of one eastbound and 

one westbound traffic lane 

- Introduction of eastbound and 

westbound cycle lanes at 

junction 

- Retain existing crossing points 

Existing arrangement: 

- Crossing made in one-four 

stages 

- Three eastbound and westbound 

lanes 

- Dedicated westbound left-turn 

lane (through which vehicle 

speeds are high) 

- Kerbline kink to west of junction 

(southside) 

- Narrow footway outside M&S 

 

Figure 2 – Do Minimum Option 

Figure 1 – Existing junction layout 
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Do Something: 

- Removal of one eastbound (left 

turn) lane 

- Widen footway outside M&S 

- New diagonal crossing from west 

side of High Street 

- Eastbound side of junction 

unchanged 

- Remove kink on westbound lane, 

to west of junction 

- Introduce ASLs 

 

Do Maximum Option 1: 

- Removal of one eastbound and 

one westbound traffic lane 

- Build out footways on three sides 

of junction 

- Introduce ‘all-red’ pedestrian 

stage with one-stage/ diagonal 

crossings 

- Introduce ASLs 

 

Do Maximum Option 2: 

- Removal of one eastbound and 

one westbound traffic lane 

- Build out footways on three sides 

of junction, more significantly 

outside M&S 

- Introduce one/two stage 

crossings 

- Introduce ASLs 

 

Figure 4 – Do Maximum Option 2 

Figure 3 – Do Maximum Option 1 

Figure 3 – Do Something Option 
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3 LINSIG Modelling Results 

3.1 LINSIG modelling was undertaken for the two Do Maximum options. The intention was that if 

neither of these options was feasible then we would also model the Do Something and Do 

Minimum options. 

Do Maximum Option 1 

3.2 The modelling outputs from the Do Maximum Option 1 are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 The outputs from both the AM and PM peaks show that the degree of saturation is well above 

100% on most approaches which means that the junction is operating well beyond its capacity 

and subsequently would suffer from significant delays. 

3.4 The crossing distance would be up to 30m which would take approx. 23 seconds crossing time 

at average walking speed. Irrespective of the capacity issues, this is likely to be an 

unacceptably long crossing distance. For comparison, the Oxford Circus diagonals are 25m long 

and side road crossing distances are between 10-12m. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Do Maximum Option 1 modelling outputs AM Peak 

Figure 6 – Do Maximum Option 1 modelling outputs PM Peak 
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Do Maximum Option 2 

3.5 The modelling outputs from the Do Maximum Option 2 are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

 

 

 

3.6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7 The outputs from both the AM and PM peaks show that the degree of saturation is below 80%. 

The cycle time is relatively short at 64 seconds, so waiting time between pedestrian and vehicle 

stages will be relatively short. 

3.8 Compared to the current situation, the difference in the degree of saturation for Option 2 is: 

- AM peak eastbound: approx 15-20% increase 

- AM peak westbound: approx 10% increase 

- PM peak eastbound: approx 10-15% increase 

- PM peak westbound: approx 5-10% increase 

3.9 From the LINSIG modelling, it can be concluded that there is reasonable spare capacity at the 

Springbridge Road junction in both peaks to enable highway reconfiguration/reallocation of road 

space. 

Figure 7 – Do Maximum Option 2 modelling outputs AM Peak 

Figure 8 – Do Maximum Option 2 modelling outputs PM Peak 
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3.10 It is recommended that more detailed modelling, using TRANSYT, should be undertaken for 

Option 2 to determine the impact on linked adjacent junctions and pedestrian crossings. Queue 

length surveys should be undertaken on Springbridge Road and High Street as, potentially, left-

turning vehicles are currently impeded at certain times from entering the side roads due to 

excessive queuing (on side roads). The LINSIG modelling has not accounted for this potential 

situation. 



 

 

Appendix E – Feasibility Designs 













 

 

Appendix F – Zone Costs and Risks 



Risk Category Risk level:

1 Programme High

2 Financial Medium

3 Approvals - internal Low

4 Approvals - external statutory

5 Approvals - external third party

Level / 

Category

1.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500 4

1.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 5 nr 150 750

1.3 New parking signs (on existing posts) 2 nr 150 300

1.4 Remove guardrailing 30 m 45 1350 3

1.5 Raise bus stop kerb 3 nr 3000 9000 4 Agreement with London Buses

1.6 Remove poles and relocate existing bus lane signs to lamp columns 2 nr 150 300

1.7 Legible London fingerposts 2 nr 2000 4000

1.8 Re-mark cycle lane 87 m 3 261

1.9 Relocate bin 1 nr 500 500

1.10 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 4 nr 600 2400

21361

4272.2

25633.2

2.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500 4

2.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 12 nr 150 1800

2.3 New parking signs (on existing posts)
2 nr 150 300

2.4 New cycling signs (on existing posts)
1 nr 150 150

2.5 Cycle symbol marking
5 nr 50 250

2.6 Remove guardrailing
30 m 45 1350 3 To be reviewed in safety audit

2.7 Remove redundant posts
1 nr 100 100

2.8 Raise bus stop kerb 
2 nr 3000 6000 4 Agreement with London Buses

2.9 Remove poles and relocate existing bus lane signs to lamp columns 1 nr 150 150

2.10 Resurface crossovers
94 m2 50 4700

2.11 New raised entry treatment (inc gulley and connections)
2 nr 17000 34000 2 Stats surveys required

2.12 Resurface raised entry treatment
30 m2 30 900

2.13 Resetting granite transverse kerbs for resurfaced raised entry
1 nr 2000 2000

2.14 Resurface footway at bus stop
15 m2 50 750

2.15 Legible London fingerposts
1 m 2000 2000

2.16 Anti-skid surfacing
280 m2 15 4200

2.17 New Puffin crossing 1 nr 40000 40000 1,2,4

2.18 Remove advertising board
1 nr 3000 3000 3,5

2.19 Re-mark cycle lane
265 m 3 795

2.20 Carriageway lane re-marking
300 m 2 600

2.21 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 4 nr 600 2400

107945

21589

129534

Cost (£)

Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required

Overall RatingSub Total:

Item

Overall Rating

20% contingency/project management:

Total

Sub Total:

20% contingency/project management:

Total

Consider contract with advertisers and potential 

loss in revenue

To be reviewed in safety audit

Zone 2 - Arden Road to Craven Road

Corridor 1d - Zone Cost Breakdown and Risk Assessment for Feasibility Design

Description

Risk Assessment

    Zone / Solution Rate (£)Quantity Unit

Zone 1 - Lido junction to Arden Road
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Risk Category Risk level:

1 Programme High

2 Financial Medium

3 Approvals - internal Low

4 Approvals - external statutory

5 Approvals - external third party

Level / 

Category

Cost (£)Item

Corridor 1d - Zone Cost Breakdown and Risk Assessment for Feasibility Design

Description

Risk Assessment

    Zone / Solution Rate (£)Quantity Unit

3.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500
4

3.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 10 nr 150 1500

3.3 Extend bus lane surfacing and markings 120 m2 50 6000
4

3.4 Cycle symbol markings 2 nr 50 100

3.5 Remove guardrailing 130 m 45 5850
3

3.6 Raise bus stop kerb 1 nr 3000 3000
4 Agreement with London Buses

3.7 Remove telephone boxes 6 nr 10000 60000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

3.8 Resurface raised entry 25 m2 75 1875

3.9 Resetting granite transverse kerbs for resurfaced raised entry 1 nr 2000 2000

3.10 New raised entry treatment 1 nr 8000 8000
2 Stats surveys required

3.11 Resurface carriageway (forecourt) in tarmac 215 m2 35 7525

3.12 Resurface footway (York Stone) 2140 m2 155 331700

3.13 Remove pedestrian crossing and tactile paving 1 nr 10000 10000
1,2,3,4

3.14 New Puffin crossing 1 nr 40000 40000
1,2,3,4

3.15 Anti-skid surfacing 165 m2 23 3795

3.16 Raised table at new crossing location (tarmac) (inc raising gulleys 

and service covers)

1 nr 80000 80000
2,3

3.17 Granite setts on raised table 80 m2 205 16400
2,3

3.18 Legible London sign 1 nr 4000 4000

3.19 Legible London fingerposts 1 nr 2000 2000

3.20 New/replacement bench 3 nr 1000 3000

3.21 New cycle stands 10 nr 250 2500

3.22 New ASLs 3 nr 2000 6000

3.23 Improve shop canopy 1 nr 20000 20000
1,2,3,5

3.24 Cycle lane road markings 
25 m 2 50

3.25 Cycle symbol marking
2 m 50 100

3.26 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 4 nr 600 2400

620295

124059

744354

3.1a Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500 4

3.2a Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 10 nr 150 1500

3.3a Remove guardrailing 130 m 45 5850 3

3.4a Remove cycle stands 3 nr 300 900

3.5a Raise bus stop kerb 1 nr 3000 3000
4 Agreement with London Buses

3.6a Remove telephone boxes 6 nr 10000 60000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

3.7a Resurface raised entry 25 m2 75 1875

3.8a Resetting granite transverse kerbs for resurfaced raised entry 1 nr 2000 2000

3.9a New raised entry treatment 1 nr 8000 8000
2 Stats surveys required

3.10a Resurface carriageway (forecourt) in tarmac 215 m2 35 7525

3.11a Resurface footway (York Stone) 2140 m2 155 331700

3.12a Raised table at existing crossing location (tarmac)  (inc raising 

gulleys and service covers)

1 nr 45000 45000
2,3

3.13a Granite setts on raised table 80 m2 205 16400
2,3

3.14a Legible London sign 1 nr 4000 4000

3.15a Legible London fingerposts 1 nr 2000 2000

3.16a New/replacement bench 3 nr 1000 3000

3.17a New cycle stands 10 nr 250 2500

3.18a New ASLs 3 nr 2000 6000

3.19a Improve shop canopy 1 nr 20000 20000
1,2,3,5

3.20a Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 4 nr 600 2400

526150

105230

631380

Subject to internal discussions and liaison with 

business/landlords

Subject to internal discussions and liaison with 

business/landlords

20% contingency/project management:

Sub Total: Overall Rating

Zone 3 - Craven Road to High Street  (Gateway with new crossing location)

To be reviewed in safety audit

Subject to safety audit

Zone 3 - Craven Road to High Street  Option A (Gateway with existing crossing location)

Total

Agreement with London Buses

To be reviewed in safety audit

Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required
Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required. Subject to safety audit

Sub Total: Overall Rating

20% contingency/project management:

Total

Subject to safety audit
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Risk Category Risk level:

1 Programme High

2 Financial Medium

3 Approvals - internal Low

4 Approvals - external statutory

5 Approvals - external third party

Level / 

Category

Cost (£)Item

Corridor 1d - Zone Cost Breakdown and Risk Assessment for Feasibility Design

Description

Risk Assessment

    Zone / Solution Rate (£)Quantity Unit

4.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500
4

4.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 6 nr 150 900

4.3 Remove telephone box 1 nr 10000 10000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

4.4 Resurface crossovers 100 m2 50 5000
2

4.5 Raise crossovers 2 nr 5000 10000

4.6 New raised entry treatment 1 nr 15000 15000
2 Stats surveys required

4.7 Level surface loading/parking bays (setts with granite kerbs) 140 m2 350 49000
2 Stats surveys required

4.8 Resurface footway (concrete paviours or similar) 1700 m2 35 59500

4.9 Relocate Pay & Display ticket machines 2 nr 3000 6000
2 Stats surveys required

4.10 Remove advertising board 1 nr 3000 3000
3,5

4.11 New cycle stands 2 nr 250 500

4.12 New/replacement bench 2 nr 1000 2000

4.13 Carriageway lane re-marking
140 m 2 280

4.14 Cycle lane road markings 
30 m 2 60

4.15 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 2 nr 600 1200

164940

32988

197928

4.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500
4

4.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 6 nr 150 900

4.3 Remove telephone box 1 nr 10000 10000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

4.4 Resurface crossovers 100 m2 50 5000
2

4.5 Raise crossovers 2 nr 5000 10000

4.6 New raised entry treatment 1 nr 15000 15000
2 Stats surveys required

4.7 Level surface loading/parking bays (setts with granite kerbs) 140 m2 350 49000
2 Stats surveys required

4.8 Resurface footway (concrete paviours or similar) 1700 m2 35 59500

4.9 Relocate Pay & Display ticket machines 2 nr 3000 6000
2 Stats surveys required

4.10 Remove advertising board 1 nr 3000 3000
3,5

4.11 New cycle stands 2 nr 250 500

4.12 New/replacement bench 2 nr 1000 2000

4.13 Carriageway lane re-marking
140 m 2 280

4.14 Cycle lane road markings 
30 m 2 60

4.15 Relocate lamp column
2 nr 2000 4000

4.16 Relocate post with bus beacon
1 nr 500 500 4 Agreement with London Buses

4.17 Widen carriageway between no.s 54-62 by 0.5m (inc gulley 

relocation)
60 m2 150 9000

4.18 For 4.17: relocate utilities cover (assume cost for relocating utilities 

as well)

1 nr 5000 5000
2

4.19 Remove pole and relocate existing bus lane sign to lamp column
1 nr 150 150

4.20 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement + 3 at 

carriageway widening)
5 nr 600 3000

185390

37078

222468

Stats surveys required

Overall Rating

20% contingency/project management:

Total

Zone 4 - Station Broadway to Hamilton Road Option A (with carriageway widening)

Stats surveys required

Zone 3a -High Street 

Zone 3a developed to Concept Design Stage. Concept solutions, outline costs, risks and timescales documented in Chapter 5.

Zone 3a developed to Concept Design Stage. Concept solutions, outline costs, risks and timescales documented in Chapter 5.

Zone 3b - Springbridge Road junction

Zone 3c - Springbridge Road to Station Broadway

Zone 3d - Station Broadway junction

Zone 4 - Station Broadway to Hamilton Road

Zone 3a developed to Concept Design Stage. Concept solutions, outline costs, risks and timescales documented in Chapter 5.

Zone 3a developed to Concept Design Stage. Concept solutions, outline costs, risks and timescales documented in Chapter 5.

Stats surveys required

Consider contract with advertisers and potential 

loss in revenue

Sub Total: Overall Rating

20% contingency/project management:

Total

Consider contract with advertisers and potential 

loss in revenue

Sub Total:
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Risk Category Risk level:

1 Programme High

2 Financial Medium

3 Approvals - internal Low

4 Approvals - external statutory

5 Approvals - external third party

Level / 

Category

Cost (£)Item

Corridor 1d - Zone Cost Breakdown and Risk Assessment for Feasibility Design

Description

Risk Assessment

    Zone / Solution Rate (£)Quantity Unit

5.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500
4

5.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 18 nr 150 2700

5.3 Remove guardrailing 130 m 45 5850 3

5.4 Widen westbound carriageway (east & west of The Common junction) 50 m2 150 7500
2 Stats surveys required

5.5 Remove cycle lane surfacing and resurface footway at this location 35 m2 25 875

5.6 Remove one push button, relocate push button and signal 

pole/primary signal head

1 nr 5000 5000
1,2,3,4

5.7 Remove telephone box 1 nr 10000 10000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

5.8 Legible London fingerpost 1 nr 2000 2000

5.9 New raised entry treatment (inc gulley and connections) 2 nr 17500 35000
2 Stats surveys required

5.10 New ASLs 3 nr 2000 6000

5.11 Resurface footway (concrete paviours or similar) 775 m2 35 27125

5.12 Resurface footway at Gateway (contrasting surface, material TBC) 200 m2 100 20000

5.13 Raised table at existing crossing location (tarmac) (inc raising gulleys 

and service covers)

1 nr 30000 30000
2,3

5.14 Granite setts on raised table 80 m2 205 16400
2,3

5.15 Anti-skid surfacing 150 m2 22 3300

5.16 Street trees at Gateway 3 nr 500 1500

5.17 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 5 nr 600 3000

178750

35750

214500

5.1 Amendment to waiting and loading - TMO (inc line markings) 1 nr 2500 2500
4

5.2 Replacement waiting and loading signs (on existing posts) 18 nr 150 2700

5.3 Remove guardrailing 130 m 45 5850 3

5.4 Widen westbound carriageway (east & west of The Common junction) 50 m2 150 7500
2 Stats surveys required

5.5 Remove cycle lane surfacing and resurface footway at this location 35 m2 25 875

5.6 Remove one push button, relocate push button and signal 

pole/primary signal head

1 nr 5000 5000
1,2,3,4

5.7 Remove telephone box 1 nr 10000 10000
2,3,5 Agreement with service provider

5.8 Legible London fingerpost 1 nr 2000 2000

5.9 New raised entry treatment (inc gulley and connections) 2 nr 17500 35000
2 Stats surveys required

5.10 New ASLs 3 nr 2000 6000

5.11 Resurface footway (concrete paviours or similar) 775 m2 35 27125

5.12 Resurface footway at Gateway (contrasting surface, material TBC) 200 m2 100 20000

5.13 Raised table at existing crossing location (tarmac) (inc raising gulleys 

and service covers)

1 nr 30000 30000
2,3

5.14 Granite setts on raised table 80 m2 205 16400
2,3

5.15 Anti-skid surfacing 150 m2 22 3300

5.16 Street trees at Gateway 3 nr 500 1500

5.17 Widen carriageway between no.s 54-62 by 0.5m (inc gulley 

relocation)
60 m2 150 9000

5.18 Relocate traffic signal pole at pedestrian crossing 1 nr 1000 1000
1,2,3,4

5.19 Relocate feeder pillar at pedestrian crossing 1 nr 1000 1000
1,2,3,4

5.20 Linked to 4.17: relocate utilities cover (assume cost for relocating 

utilities as well)

1 nr 5000 5000
2

5.21 Replace gulleys (assume 20% require replacement) 5 nr 600 3000

194750

38950

233700

Summary of costs: Sub Total +20% Total

Zone 1 - Lido junction to Arden Road 21361 4272

Zone 2 - Arden Road to Craven Road 107945 21589

620295 124059

526150 105230

Zone 4 - Station Broadway to Hamilton Road 164940 32988

Zone 4 - Station Broadway to Hamilton Road Option A 185390 37078

Zone 5 - Hamilton Road to North Circular 178750 35750

Zone 5 - Hamilton Road to North Circular Option A 194750 38950

1093291 218658

1129741 225948

Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required
Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required

Stats surveys required

TOTAL 1,2,3,4,5

TOTAL With Zone 4 & 5 Option A (highest cost scenario)

Total

222468

233700

Subject to safety audit

Subject to safety audit

Sub Total: Overall Rating

20% contingency/project management:

Zone 5 - Hamilton Road to North Circular Option A (with carriageway widening)

To be reviewed in safety audit

Sub Total: Overall Rating

Subject to safety audit

To be reviewed in safety audit

20% contingency/project management:

Zone 3 - Craven Road to High Street 744354

Zone 3 - Craven Road to High Street  Option A 

Total

631380

25633

129534

Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required

Consultation and agreement with TfL TD 

required

Zone 5 - Hamilton Road to North Circular

214500

197928

1311949

1355689

Subject to safety audit
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MVA Consultancy provides advice on transport, to central, regional and local 

government, agencies, developers, operators and financiers.  

A diverse group of results-oriented people, we are part of a strong team of 

professionals worldwide.  Through client business planning, customer research 

and strategy development we create solutions that work for real people in the 

real world. 

 

For more information visit www.mvaconsultancy.com 

Email: info@mvaconsultancy.com 

 

 

 

Offices also in 

Bangkok, Beijing, Hong Kong, Shenzhen and Singapore 

Abu Dhabi 

AS Business Centre, Suite 201, Al Ain Road, Umm al 

Nar, P.O. Box 129865, Abu Dhabi, UAE 

T: +971 2 510 2402    F: +971 2 510 2403       

 

Birmingham 

Second Floor, 37a Waterloo Street 

Birmingham  B2 5TJ  United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)121 233 7680  F: +44 (0)121 233 7681 

 

Dublin 

First Floor, 12/13 Exchange Place 

Custom House Docks, IFSC, Dublin 1, Ireland 

T: +353 (0)1 542 6000  F: +353 (0)1 542 6001 

 

Edinburgh 

Second Floor, Prospect House, 5 Thistle Street, 

Edinburgh  EH2 1DF  United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)131 220 6966  F: +44 (0)131 220 6087 

 

Glasgow 

Seventh Floor, 78 St Vincent Street 

Glasgow  G2 5UB  United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)141 225 4400  F: +44 (0)141 225 4401 

 

London 

Seventh Floor, 15 Old Bailey 

London  EC4M 7EF United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)20 7529 6500  F: +44 (0)20 7529 6556 

 

Lyon 

11, rue de la République, 69001 Lyon, France 

T: +33 (0)4 72 10 29 29  F: +33 (0)4 72 10 29 28 

 

Manchester 

25th Floor, City Tower, Piccadilly Plaza 

Manchester  M1 4BT  United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)161 236 0282  F: +44 (0)161 236 0095 

 

Marseille 

76, rue de la République, 13002 Marseille, France 

T: +33 (0)4 91 37 35 15  F: +33 (0)4 91 91 90 14 

 

Paris 

12-14, rue Jules César, 75012 Paris, France 

T: +33 (0)1 53 17 36 00  F: +33 (0)1 53 17 36 01 

 

Woking 

Dukes Court, Duke Street, Woking 

Surrey  GU21 5BH  United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 728051  F: +44 (0)1483 755207 
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